EDITORIAL
The task of editing a college magazine is not the mere

something of interest to say to the undergraduates. One can

rubber-stamping job that some people might believe. Whereas

find in Bill Hutcheson's two selections his political idealism

the editor of a magazine edited exclusively for a certain type

which supports him in his field of law. Stewart Patterson, since

reader may mercilessly return manuscript plus a curt little re-

leaving U.C., has continued his avid interest in French liter-

jection slip to aspiring writers, the college editor may not

ature and thought and has given us a timely insight into the

afford to thus break hearts. The college literary magazine is

mind of Montaigne. Do not let fear of pedanticism scare you

primarily a writers' magazine, therefore the editor must frankly

from George Connor's essay. As a high school teacher of

have charity in selection ; but on the other hand a magazine

English George has studied closely the present method of

must have readers, and so the editor must cater to reader

instruction and is not backward in pointing out its faults and

appeal. He dares not irritate the delicate hide of young

in advising new methods. His argument is very well taken.

writers else they reject writing as a hobby and liberal educator,

We highly advise his readable essay to all and believe it should

and he dares not offend the critical taste of his readers else

be a must for English majors and future teachers.

they reject the magazine. But writing, as well as being an art
which requires a certain imaginative spark, is also a craft as
exacting as metal working or painting and so requires disciplined study of those who would be writers. It is hoped,
therefore, that those whose writings were left out of this
edition will continue their interest in this noble art and craft
and will continue to submit to future Accent editors.

Our extreme pride in this issue, is to present to the
readers of Accent our first "name" writer. Bart Leiper is well
known to all of us since his story The Magnolias appeared as
an Atlantic "First". (If you would seek more worthy praise
than ours you will find it in the November 1949 issue of
Atlantic) Bart's Dialogue on I7riting will be of special interest
to all aspiring writers. But its interest is more general than

To pep up this reader appeal the Accent of this school

that, all artists and all people interested in a keen appraisal of

year made many new departures. These departures were re-

the artistic method, and what man should not be, will find here

ceived with varied enthusiasm by undergraduate critics. The

grist for his thinking mill.

most obvious change was in size from the literary quarterly
9" by 6" to the present 11" by 81/2", thus giving a less formidable appearance. (We even allowed ourselves in the first
issue to slip into burlesque to assuage the terror of new readers). This size facilitated making a lighter, more flexible
format, and incidentally created a much greater demand on
the staff. Also this year a greater part in the magazine has
been played by the art department. This issue sees the symposium instituted, (and we believe no one should miss this
feature, though we guarantee it will require study). For the
first time in this issue you will also find translations from the
French and a story written in French.
But we believe our happiest departure has been to seek
out past students of U.C. whom we believed would have

Here is the work of our head, heart, and hands. We hope
you will enjoy it.
THE EDITOR
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THE QUIET MAN
By Bob Young
IF ANYONE HAD STOPPED HIM
AND ASKED HIM WHY HE WAS
DOING IT, he wouldn't have been able
to tell them why. He wasn't exactly sure
of the why of it himself. But he was
doing it anyway. The headlights of the
car streaked out ahead of him, lapping
up the pavement and occasionally reflecting on signposts along the road and
tin cans and bits of glass lying along the
road. He switched the dash-lights on.
Couldn't afford to run out of gas now,
but the tank was over half full. He was
mildly surprised that the speedometer
needle was resting on 60, it surprised
him but it pleased him too. It wasn't
often that he drove over 35. The thought
that he was breaking the law didn't upset
him as it should have, or as it would have
at any other time. And now the speedometer was showing better than 60, but
he didn't care.
Around the next curve he knew that he
would see the lights of LINDIE'S. LINDIE'S was a roadhouse after a fashion,
but nobody called it a roadhouse. Roadhouses made people think of whisky and
drinking and this was a dry county so
nobody called it a roadhouse. They called
it a drive-in. But everybody knew that
it was a roadhouse
He felt his foot ease up on the accelerator as though something or somebody
was trying to stop him before it was too
late. But it was too late, and nothing or
nobody could stop him now. He could
see the lights of LINDIE'S clearly now.
They winked at him out of the darkness,
beckoning him on. Like irredescent, fireangry embers popped out on the carpet of
night. And as the bright lights of LINDIE'S lured him on, he let his thoughts
wander, backward and backward, into the
dark pools of his memory.
IT HAD BEEN ABOUT 4:30 WHEN
MR. FRANCIS CALLED HIM INTO
HIS office. Mr. Francis was the boss. Although it was still half an hour until quitting time, he already had his coat and hat
on. But everybody at the office was that
way, they were always ready to leave
thirty minutes before it was time to quit.
But Mr. Francis didn't say anything about
it. It wouldn't have done any good if
he had. Oh, he could have fired a couple
of the office force to make examples of
them but he knew that even that wouldn't
do any good, he'd still have to hire others
to take their places, and they'd do the
same thing as soon as the newness of the
job wore off. So Mr. Francis didn't say
anything.
That had been two weeks ago, two
2

weeks ago when Mr. Francis had called
him in his office and he had his hat and
coat on. But he was the cashier so it
really didn't matter too much about his
hat and coat. After he had closed the
door, (he always remembered to close the
door when he went into Mr. Francis' office because it made Mr. Francis mad
when anybody left the door open), he
turned and looked at Mr. Francis. Not
boldly nor too aggressively, but as a good
employee should, looking straight at Mr.
Francis, but with deference. He didn't
say anything like Did you send for me?'
or even, 'Yes, Mr. Francis ?', but he just
stood there waiting for Mr. Francis to
say something. That was how he had
risen from assistant-cashier to cashier, by
not jumping the gun, but by doing what
he was expected to do, what he knew Mr.
Francis wanted him to do. Wanted all his
employees to do. Not that Mr. Francis
was a hard man. He knew that he wasn't.
But Mr. Francis always liked every thing
in its right place, whether it was an inneroffice memo or an out-going mail basket
—the in-coming mail baskets must always
be on the right side of the desk and the
out-going mail baskets on the left side.
But everything in its right place.
So he just stood there facing Mr. Francis, ignoring the chair that was only about
two feet to his left and waiting for Mr.
Francis to finish his cold and unhurried
scrutiny of him with his fish-like eyes.
He believed that Mr. Francis' eyes looked
like fish eyes and once when he had told
the assistant-cashier this, the assistantcashier had rocked the office with his
laughter and it was only when Mr. Francis stuck his head out of his office that the
assistant-cashier stopped laughing. But he
didn't make too many remarks like that
to the assistant-cashier. There was some
talk in the office that Hollis, that was the
assistant-cashier, was gunning for his job.
Of course one couldn't put too much
stock in rumors, but still, it never hurt
anything to be prepared just in case. So
he hadn't said anything else like about
Mr. Francis' fish eyes to Hollis.
Finally Mr. Francis seemed to be satisfied with what he saw and switched his
cigar from the right side of his mouth
to the left side.
"Timmons," he said. That was his
name, Sam Timmons. "Timmons, there's
something I want you to do for me." At
least he didn't come out and tell him to do
it, right off the bat, but he made it sound
as if he could refuse if he wanted to.
When he first came into Mr. Francis'
office he had thought that it might be

something about the bank deposits, but
when Mr. Francis had said that he wanted
him to do something fox him, he relaxed.
Whenever something was wrong Mr.
Francis didn't beat around the bush but
he came to the point. And fast. "Timmons, you know that Osgood's sick."
Osgood was the junior vice-president, or
at least, that was what he was drawing
down a hefty check for. His old man
owned a big chunk of the company stock
and so Osgood Jr. was junior vice-president. "Mulins is due in tomorrow. You
know Mullins, Timmons. He's the buyer
for J. Arthur Frink, Incor-por-rated," Mr.
Francis let the Incorporated roll off his
tongue and go echoing around his office.
He could see that Mr. Francis was already
ringing up the cash register on the big
sale that he would make to Mullins of
J. Arthur Frink, Incor-por-rated. Now
he saw where he fitted into the picture.
"Timmons, I want you to entertain Mulins while he's in town. Osgood's sick in
bed with the doctor so somebody else'll
have to take care of Mullins." Mr. Francis shifted the cigar back to the right side
of his mouth. Mr. Francis' voice caught
up with him as he was opening the door.
"Timmons, I don't need to tell you how
important this sale is to Francis & Company." He almost had the door closed
when Mr. Francis' voice caught up with
him again. "And Timmons, it's important to you too." He swallowed twice before he closed the door. Nobody had to
draw him any pictures.
The next day had been sort of a holiday. But then, it had been sort of a nightmare, too. Mullins got in on the 10:45
and he had met him at the station along
with Mr. Francis. Mr. Francis had carried the ball then. He had enjoyed it
when they got back to the office. How
surprised the others in the office had been.
And especially Hollis. He knew that his
being with the boss and Mullins made
him seem something of a big-shot to the
assistant-cashier and to the rest of the
office and he rather liked the feeling.
Mullins had spent the better part of
the late morning and early afternoon in
Mr. Francis' office and he hadn't seen
much of him then. But all three of thern
had eaten dinner together at Mr. Francis'
club. It was the first time he had been
in Mr. Francis' club. But Osgood came
there all the time. And Mullins—a club
like this could certainly be no novelty to
him.
It must have been about four when the
door finally opened and Mullins came out
of Mr. Francis' office. Mullins had one
of Mr. Francis' big, long black Cuban
cigars in his mouth so he knew that the
deal must have come off all right. And
he could hear Mr. Francis' booming

laughter from behind the oak paneling of
his office. And he smiled because he
knew that all was well.
But Betty was out of town and that
made things rougher. It wasn't often that
Betty went to visit her mother. And when
she did, it came as sort of a vacation for
him too. He could see her now, sitting
in her mother's living-room, talking about
Emily-this and Mary-that, and how Stevens beat up his wife the other night. He
could even see her self-satisfied smile as
she told her mother, "Well Mother, you
know that I never have to worry about
Sammy!"—actually his name was Sam ; not
Samuel or Sammy, but she was his wife
and she called him Sammy. Said it sort
of fitted his nature, quiet and peaceful
and so much like him.—"Sammy never
would so much as lay a finger on me. He
knows better." And she would look at
her mother and smile and her mother
would smile back and say, "Yes, Sammy
is a peaceful man." And then they would
both smile.
' And Betty was visiting her mother
now. Just when he needed her. A homecooked dinner would have been just the
thing for a traveling buyer. But what
could he do about it? He certainly
couldn't cook the dinner himself. So they
were going to the Carlson. That was
where Mullins was staying. They were
going to have dinner there. But first he
drove Mullins around, showing him the
town. Of course Mullins wasn't impressed. But driving him around was one
of the things you do for an important
buyer when he is in town. You show
him the town and you wish that it was
New York or Chicago or just any place
else.
So he had driven Mullins around town.
Past the golf course, the Country Club—
if it had been summer or Saturday night
he would have been able to take Mullins
there for dinner. But it was neither Saturday night nor summer—and past the
old Tigg mansion with its six gaunt white
columns across the front. He started to
tell Mullins that those six columns, especially on a night like this always reminded him of six ghost pallbearers
standing silent but eager to carry out a
corpse. Just any corpse, or maybe it was
him they were waiting to carry away. But
he thought better of it. Perhaps Mullins
wouldn't find it amusing. Nobody he
had ever told it to had. Had found it
amusing.
Mister Mullins," he said. It was Mr.
Mullins when he spoke to him. "Mr.
Mulins, I had hoped to have a homecooked diner for you, but the wife's out
of town, up in Lawson visiting her
mother, so we'll have to eat at the hotel."
Mullins only nodded.

The cigar that Francis had given him
was a short butt now, and he opened the
window and watched it bounce on the
asphalt, sending a spray of sparks into
the air. A quiet man, this Timmons, he
thought. Obviously he's not used to entertaining out-of-town buyers like me.
Wonder why they saddled him with the
job. Or rather why Francis saddled him.
Francis, he's the whole show around here.
I've only seen him a couple of times, but
I know that. And this fellow here . . .
he let his thoughts trail off into nothingness and half turned in his seat so that
he could get a better view of him. Not
a large man nor a small man but about
average, although he wasn't quite sure
as to what average was, anyhow. But
Timmons looked average to him. A light
brown suit, sort of cinamon colored, about
two years old he would say, the suit, but
well taken care of. He could almost see

Timmons hanging it up on a coat hanger before he went to bed. No matter
how tired he was, hanging the suit up
first. A rather delicate face with once
curly hair, deep blue eyes, so deep that
they surprised a person at first. His
hands on the steering wheel—long, slender, and somehow, uncertain. He wasn't
wearing any gloves in spite of the malignant cold which seemed to infest everything. Even he, in spite of his heavy
camel hair coat and the calf-skin gloves
and Hamburg could feel it. But Timmons didn't seem to notice it. He thought
to himself as he watched the lights of
other cars reflected on Timmon's immobile face, now he's a quiet bird.
Directly he spoke. He wasn't unfamiliar with the state, although it wasn't his
own. And he rather prided himself on
his memory of names. "Timmons, Tim(Continued on page 30)

DEPARTURE
TIME - 8:5 5
By Bill Carson
"Paper Mister?"
Tires scream on a wet pavement for now
it is beginning to rain.
"Taxi, Taxi ?"
A bus roars.
A baby cries.
The air is full of the smell of burned popcorn, and hamburger.
Day: Wednesday.
Time: 8:30.
Place: Bus Station.
Where thosuands come together and
then are separated.
Bus Station: The American 'Scene.
blue bench
Chilling breeze
Boy, coat high up around neck
Girl, nearby
Another gust of chilling air
Girl crosses hands on lap.
Boy lights cigarette.
"Paper mister ?"
Her dark hair blows in the wind.
The boy takes notice.
A slight glance from the girl.
A baby cries.
A bus roars.
Tires scream on the wet pavement for
now it is raining.
Bus station: where thousands come together and then are separated.
"Got the time buddy?"
"Sure, twenty till nine."
"Thanks."
"Bus loading in zone three."
An old man coughs.
"For Ripley, Newburn, Gainesboro, and
Springfield."
The boy looks at the girl again.
She returns the glance.
"Cold tonight isn't it?"
"Yes quite cold," she said.
"Go to school?"
"Yes, business school."
"I go to the University."
"I know, I saw the sticker on your notebook."
"Live around here?"
A big bus storms in drowning out all
sounds.
"Popcorn, apples, coca colas?"
"Care for anything?"
"No thank you."
Silence
Rain beats down on the tin roof.
* * * * * * * *
4

"I heard you had divorced Tom."
"Who told you a thing like that ?"
"One of the girls at the mill."
"Which old hussy told you?"
Betty, I think; she said you were going
with a taxi driver."
"She should talk. Have you seen the old
sot she goes with? Never sober."
"Say look at that boy and girl over there.
Bet he's trying to pick her up."
"Naw, doesn't look like the type, too refined and educated."
"My but she's got pretty black hair."
"Dyed I bet."
"Naw, not the type to dye her hair."
"Paper, night edition, paper, ladies?"
"No, who wants to read all that junk, I
got enough troubles of my own."
"Say, look at the cute bus driver, not over
20 I'll bet."
"Bet he isn't married either."
A baby cries.
"She ought not to have the kid out on a
night like this."
"You know, Ed keeps calling me for a
date, he must think he loves me."
"Look at that clock, only a quarter till
nine."
"Wonder if she's a local girl ?"
"Who?"
"That girl over there. The one with the
boy."
* * * * *
Beep, beep, toot.
"Hey porter watch that suitcase."
"And I was tellin' my friend the
other . . ."
The dark haired girl was listening with
great attention.
Her eyes were warm.
The night was cold.
The boy stopped talking and looked at
her tenderly.
"I, I . . . "
A big blue bus pulls in.
She was still looking at him.
He looked at her.
Saying not much of anything.
"Last call for Centerville coach loading in
Zone five."
"My bus,"
She tore herself away.
The bus motor started.
She starts to get on.
"Bye."
"Mike."
"Bye."

"Nancy."
"Bye Nancy."
The big blue mass of steel begins to move.
A girl tears herself away from a boy she
has learned to love. Learned to love in
only twenty minutes.
Twenty short minutes.
•
Nancy
Nancy from where?
Mike
Mike who?
Mike from where?
.
The rain rains
• "Paper mister, paper?"
"No, no paper."
A horn blows.
Bus station: where thouSands come together and then are separated.
Bus station: where two come together and
then are separated.
Bus Station
Day: Wednesday
Time: 8.55
A bus pulls in.
Mike boards it.
Mancy?
Maybe tomorrow.
Maybe tomorrow night.
Maybe eomorrow night Mike.
Place: Bus station
Day: Thursday
Time: 11:30
No, no Nancy.
"Paper mister?"
"No, no paper."
Last bus out.
No, no Nancy.
Place: Bus station
Day: Friday
Time: 8:50
Blue bench
Mike
Burned popcorn
Snow
No Nancy
Two days
Still no Nancy
"Paper Mister ?"
(Continued on page 26)

Dewey's Visit to Washington
By Mary Helen Hodge
One day in the summer of 1948 Republican candidate Dewey with his campaign manager Pearson and the vicepresidential candidate Warren set out on
a journey to Washington. Pearson was
smarter than all other politicians. He
carried Dewey's brief case which contained all of his speeches and campaign
promises. When evening fell they were
in Baltimore so they decided to stop over
night at the Hotel Pinckney.
Now Dewey was well-known in his
home state of New York and had much
political power in that area. He had
heard strange tales of the great and
powerful men who lived in Washington
and had decided to go to that great metropolis and see if the rumors were true.
And that is the reason he and his two
companions were now on their way to
Washington.
When morning broke Dewey with his
two brave companions were up and on
their way for they wished to be on their
way early so as to arrive in Washington
early in the day. Upon arrival in the
great city they were met by the ruler of
the city and surrounding country, President Truman.
He met them graciously and treated
them as if they were honored guests. They
were taken on a sight-seeing tour all
through the great wilderness of marble,
steel and concrete. At the end of their
tour they entered a great office building
which housed the offices of many of the
public servants. They were led through
a maze of halls and doorways until finally
they ended up in a great room which was
filled with people of various kinds and
types. At the front of the room on a
rostrum sat their host President Truman.
Truman greeted them kindly enough,
adding that he hoped their trip had been
enjoyable. However, he ended by telling
them that if they wished to remain in
Washington, they would have to exhibit
some feat in which they were surpassed
by no one. They could enter any contest
of their choosing, he said, and if they
excelled all others, they could remain in
Washington.
"The thing that I am best in" said
vice-presidential candidate Warren, "is

spending money. Why I can make money
disappear faster than anyone else," he
boasted.
"That will be good enough," said Truman, "if you can actually do all that you
say you can." So he called one of his
men forward to race with the vice-presidential condidate. He gave to both of
them an equal number of thousand dollar
bills. But in spite of all he did, Warren
could not keep up with his opponent.
Therefore, he had to admit defeat.
Then Truman asked what Pearson could
do best of all. Pearson answered, "Sir,
I can talk freely with a glib tongue. Match
me against anyone you wish." So Truman then called another man from the onlookers to contend with Pearson and try
to out-talk him. They both started out in
fine style but before the other man had
even gotten started, Pearson was already
hoarse and had run out of anything to say.
He then admitted that he was no match
for his adversary.
Truman then asked Dewey what he
would like to do to prove his power, for it
was known far and wide that he was a
powerful man. Dewey answered that he
would like to prove his strength in a
wrestling match. So a flabby youth was
picked from the crowd by Truman to
fight Dewey. It looked like it would be
easy for Dewey to beat the youth but the
lad managed to slip out of every hold that
Dewey got on him. Finally, the lad caught
Dewey off guard and threw him to his
knees.
Dewey could not understand how the
lad had managed to beat him but he was
not ready to give up so he asked Truman
if he might not try again in another contest. Truman immediately consented and
asked what he would like to do next.
Dewey answered that he had played
checkers for many years and had become
quite skillful at them. "I believe I could
beat anyone at the game of checkers," he
finished. So Truman picked a red-faced
man from the on-lookers to play a game
of checkers against Dewey. The game
started and Dewey made no move without considering carefully the results it
might bring. But suddenly, almost before he realized what was happening, the
red-faced man had captured all his men
with hardly a loss of any of his own men.
Dewey was flustered and baffled but not
defeated. He asked to try again. So,
again the two played. This time the redfaced man captured all of Dewey's men
without losing any of his own. And

when they played a third time, it ended
the same way.
Then Truman said, "Gentlemen, since
you were not able to prove yourselves
greater than any other at any feat, you
cannot have the privilege of remaining
in our city. But since it is evening, you
may pass the night here."
So the three men left the great room
and found lodgings for themselves for
the night. The next morning they
packed their bags and departed. As they
neared the edge of the city they were
joined by Truman who escorted them to
the city limits. As Truman started to
leave he asked Dewey and his companions
how their journey had turned out and
whether they had met anyone greater than
themselves. Of course, Dewey had to admit they had. "But what grieves me
most," said Dewey, "is the fact that we
cannot remain in Washington."
"I have to tell you the truth now that
you are leaving," said Truman. "For the
truth is I have deceived you by illusions.
First of all when your man Warren tried
to spend more money than anyone else, he
was really matched against the Cost of
Living, whom no one can out-spend. And
when Pearson tried to out-talk everyone,
he was matched against Slander, the fastest and most enduring talker. When you
yourself wrestled with the youth, you
were actually wrestling with Public Opinion, who cannot be stopped or overcome.
And when you played checkers with the
red-faced man, I was really a little scared
because you actually captured more Communists in that first game than anyone
else ever has. But let me advise you
never to come to Washington again, because, if you do, I will defend myself by
other illusions. For no matter what you
do, you cannot overcome illusions."
This made Dewey and his companions
very angry. So angry, in fact, that they
did not follow Truman's advice. As soon
as they were on their way, they started
planning for a return trip in '52.

THE BIRTH OF ZARATHUSTRA
WITH A SYMPOSIUM CONCERNING THE POEM
By George Ridge
One!
Oh man! Take heed!
Two!
What saith deep midnight's voice indeed ?
Three!
"I slept my sleep—
Four!
"From deepest dream I've woke and
plead:—
Five!
"The world is deep,
Six!
"And deeper than the day could
read.
Seven!
"Deep is its woe—
Eight!
"Joy—deeper still than grief can be:
Nine!
"Woe saith: Hence! Go!
Ten!
"But joys all want eternity—
Eleven!
"Want deep profound eternity!"
Twelve!
(Nietzsche, Thus Spake
Zarathustra)
I
1
Gloom—all was deep in brooding gloom: The reeds
Along the sloping banks were silent stakes
And floods of heavy, frowning moss met weeds—
Immovable mummies—to make long lakes
Mirroring the depthless horror of stilled
Sorrow. Though under wilting heat mandrakes
Had swooned, he could not move: His blood had chilled.
2
Frozen he stood as a gnarled old oak moaned
In this huge hall, as Summer's yellowed leaves
Swirled swiftly—when fast flitting shadows groaned—
On waves of wispy mists, as witches' sieves
Dripped dew which scorched swaying sable pillows
And stroked a frozen face from icy eaves
Where the whirling wind wailed through the willows!
3
Fear froze his bones; upon his cheeks great drops
Of blood stood still: A slimy something twirled
About his ankle: From twisting treetops
A viscous vine had fallen? Or what curled
Circling the calf? To wait the serpent's sting
In blankets, or should he, now snugly pearled,
Open his eyes and see the writhing thing?
4
-God! God!" a hoarse voice croaked and turned its face
From the blackness beneath—the profound well
Of quivering quicksands beneath—to race
Above the darkened skies, when in a swell
Blowing down, down, a golden shaft swiftly
Flashed, sinking in a matted side—to fell
That black beast—at feet of a soulless flea!
6

5
Sweat—great slithering streams of joyous sweat—
Swam down his brow: The covers fell away;
The phantom of the night had vanished. Yet,
Though his temples had cooled, though the red ray
Of lobster's leg cracked the bowl in the East,
He felt, crawling along the loam, the gray
Ground quake, himself fall from the wounded beast . . . .
II
A silver sheen stretched shimmering across
The violet skies; a silken negligee
On which a tropical flower (to boss
Small oval laces), dripping nectar, lay.
Diaphanous folds, twinkling in moonbeams,
Slowly lifted—to catch a castaway—
Their slender arms and drifted back to dreams.
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Safe—safe at last on cirrus clouds! He smiled
Through blinding tears torn from two lustrous eyes,
Then rose and picked his way across the aisled
Heavens, gyrating while .he went the skies'
Nebulous dust. Since below peaks appeared
Like blossoms bathed in lambent shades, slight sighs
Escaped as he reclined: No more he feared.
8
Ambrosial odors wafted on perfumed
Breezes in spicy air of crystal night
From redolent, swollen flowers full-bloomed
And nodding in the flickering moonlight;
Deliciously bewitched, he lay on strands
Of hair silver-tinted (by the clouds' flight)
In dark waves shaken by delicate hands.
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And then tall peaks towered above the clouds—
The gleaming pipes of an organ: Full notes
Floated in mellow tones between the shrouds,
Where glossy curls lay, from a thousand throats
And danced along the glimmering moonbeams,
Mounting, climbing, soaring like tiny ghosts
For the far fountain of the splendrous streams:
10
For the gleaming goblet that was the moon.
Entranced, he watched as the notes writhed higher, higher,
Leaping, tumbling, and tossing to attune
The moon, quite consumed in aspiring fire!
As red wine rocked inside the cup, notes clacked
Acutely—to the man's mounting desire—
Against the glass; and then the goblet cracked!
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The heavens burst: The moon had turned to blood!
In agony he gaped as it commenced
To rain huge drops of gore. Faster the flood
From heaven bolted as it brushed against
The clouds, crushing in its mad rush a man
Who thought to dine on wine—but one who sensed
Much more the feel of never gaining land!
(Continued on page 28)

Commentary on "The
Birth of Zarathustra"

Statement and Theme of A Review Of Mr. Ridge's
'The Birth of Zarathustra' 'Birth of Zarathustra
By Alice Newell
By Isobel Griscom
I intend to be very unkind to Mr.
Reduced to a statement, The Birth of
Ridge, because he infuriates me. That a
Zarathustra says that a man is born.
In the poem this apparently simple person with talent should waste his time
statement is complicated, mowever, by with literary anagrams and acrostics is
many metaphorical extensions. In the first maddening. There are more literary refplace, the man born in Zarathustra, who erences and cross references in this poem,
symbolizes for us, as we move through per square inch, than anything outside
the narrative of the poem, a free man, or, Eliot. For just a few examples: The theme
better, a man who has freed himself from and imagery recall Browning's "Childe
fears and half beliefs. Suddenly, "is Roland to the Dark Tower Came." The
born" expands into the complex idea of phrase "a high haven halied heaven" has
spiritual birth. As we read his struggles, a more than kissing-cousinship with Gerhis physical fears, the mental anguish, we ard Manly Hopkins title "Heaven Haknow that Zarathustra's birth is a final ven". "Sin is but the tinkling of a wondemergence from hell into the fresh, clean blown chime / The sinner has tossed into
reality of light. This theme of emergence the air,"_ has even the rhythm of "Heav'n
is further complicated by Zarathustra's but the Vision of fulfilled Desire / And
rebellious nature. Like any man, like Hell the Shadow from a Soul on fire." Of
every man of any strength, he .wresfles course , there's no rule against admiring
with antagonizing forces. Like any man, imitation, and similar thoughts naturally
(Continued on page 29)
(Continued on page 28)

By Sylvia Smith
In the BIRTH OF ZARATHUSTA,
we are concerned with a great idea; the
idea which the German philosopher,
Nietsche, contemplated in his THUS
SPAKE ZARATHUSTRA. Ridge indeed
explains that his poem is intended to be
the twelfth beat which Nietsche had left
blank in his "The Second Dance Song"
from the aforementioned work.
We have then, in the BIRTH OF
ZARATHUSTRA, an allegory of man
himself : man who must fall from the
"wounded beast" of earth to realize his
final freedom. The magnitude of his
struggle is clearly shown throughout the
poem when the myriad forms of Satanic
evil tug at the near broken body and
spirit of the man. He endures the very
agonies of hell and sees, as foils, his fellow man, held there in wretchedness and
resentment against God ; but held there
through their dream, as Zarathustra perceives, which each man 'saw by his own
beam.' And the highlight, the great truth
in the poem lies in the line: "And when
he disbelieved, the bubble burst!" After
this acme of emotional and intellectual
intensity, the action remains explanatory,
culminating in the last setting in which
the man awakes, and for the first time,
looks upon the sun.
If the reader will find his way among
the sometime arduous poetical devices and
literary allusions, he will, I believe, discover something of the same greatness
and strength in the BIRTH OF ZARATHUSTRA as in Shakespeare's HAMLET, for here, too, we have a man struggling to find himself, a man grappling
with the 'seems to be" in order `to be
freed from the oppression of this world.
Let us rejoice with the poet in those
metaphors and similies which give us
something of exaltation in their description; for if we cannot all conceive of
"the red ray of lobster's leg (that)
cracked the bowl in the East," we can
surely enjoy the picture of the peaks,
which appeared to Zarathustra.
'Like blossoms bathed in lambent
shades," or
"The tall peaks towered above the
clouds—
The gleaming pipes of an organ."
All the wonder of Mr. Ridge's ingenious use of foreshadowing, irony, and
kinetic characterization may not appear
upon first reading of the BIRTH OF
ZARATHUSTRA: it may well need explanation. But whether or not we share
his own knowledge of the past or follow
his literary gymnastics, we can surely
still perceive a tone of meaning, a stimulation, and a purging in this poem.
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CHATEAU de MONTAIGNE
By Stewart Patterson
The Chateau de Montaigne stood with
open gates in the midst of war. Around
it, the chestnut forests of Perigord reverberated to a tumult of passion. Dark
figures skirted the wheat-fields by night
and rode silently on missions of pillage.
Bandits lived like foxes in rocky ravines,
protected from scrutiny by heavy boughs
of pine. Soldiers in the service of Henry
Navarre rattled down country lanes, made
cruel demands upon the pesantry, revelled
in the kitchens of farm houses, and
looked forward to a day when Henry
would be King and France would be
Protestant.
But the master of Montaigne was not
the man to quake in his closet. Flames
of a neighboring chateau might redden
the midnight sky, giving mute evidence
of terror, but if Michael de Montaigne's
heart beat faster, it did not inspire him to
flee. It did not persuade him to lock his
doors. An elderly porter at the gate was
sufficient guard. No storm of strife could
extinguish the candle in Montaigne's library.
When robbers came to Montaigne they
were treated with hospitality. And they
departed in shame, empty-handed.
When Henry of Navarre came to Montaigne he was received with quiet goodwill. And he went away in wonder, marvelling at a man who could say, "The
hatred of one man, a spite, a personal
suspicion, or a jealously—causes which
ought not to move two scolding fish-wives
to scratch one another, is the soul and
motive of all this hurly-burly."
Michel de Montaigne had returned
from Paris in 1570, and, at the age of
thirty-seven, had withdrawn from society.
A short time later the civil war again
burst into fury. All hope of peace died
with the broken armistice. For another
generation the fields of France would be
soaked with blood of Huguenot and Catholic. The song of the nightingale would
be lost in screams of carnage.
Sitting alone before the fire in a mood
of recollection, Montaigne could trace his
years to their beginning and see how he
had spun the fabric of his life. A picture
of the College de Guienne flashed into
his mind and left him uncomfortable.
There he had watched intelligence stifled
by arid scholasticism and reason quenched
in sophistry. He had escaped from the
school with a lively contempt for trifling
facts and logical quiddities. Decades of
violent politics convinced him that a career at court would mean spiritual suicide.
His patriotism found expression in tedi8

ous, unhappy labor as Counsellor of the
Parliament of Bordeaux, and then as
Mayor. And he spent some hectic months
in the army. All these experiences taught
him patience and tact ; but they gave him
no pleasure.
Now, among his books at home, listening to the Atlantic wind blow a funeral
march for autumn, Montaigne pondered
the fate of Europe and let the fall of
leaves illustrate its sadness. The Renaissance, a Revival of Learning, promised
much and achieved much; but its Golden
Age was past. Men were better stocked
with knowledge, but they were using it as
a ramrod for ambition and greed. The
tree had borne fruit and swine were consuming the harvest.
Montaigne felt Europe sliding into
darkness, and his confidence in man's wisdom failed. "He who bath no understanding of himself, what can he have understanding of ?" was a burning question
that seared his heart as he fought off despair.
Out of a deep desire to understand himself, and so understand others, he calmed
his restlessness during those disturbing
days and began to keep a record of the
thoughts that wandered through his
brain.
The rustle of paper and the scratching
of pens became a familiar sound to the
servants of Chateau de Montaigne, as they
passed the small library. Long rides

through the woods, which were not curtailed because of danger, were forgone
when the master had meditations to capture. And his dog grew anxious at the
door.
Remembering learned folly and serpent-like guile, qualities practiced by the
courtiers at Paris and admired by lovers of
fashion, Montaigne wrote, "We are ever
ready to ask, Hath he any skill in the
Greek or Latin language? Can he write
well ? Doth he write in prose or verse ?
But whether he be grown better or wiser
. . . that is never spoken of." And he resolved to explore the wilderness of false
opinion and find the springs of true wisdom.
After much searching, he found them
and described their flow. They were easy
of access and free to all corners. No aristocracy could claim private paths to their
waters. Even the philosopher would have
to wait his turn with the rest, for "simple
peasants are honest men," said Montaigne.
The printers, eventually, were allowed
to make books of his scribblings, and a
mad world read them eagerly. Some of
his spirit spread throughout the chaos that
was Europe and stirred a yearning for
tranquility. His message of tolerance, adventurous thinking, and freedom from
biting concern, took root in the character
of men everywhere, as they observed the
shambles of France.
So it happened that the master of Chateau de Montaigne sought shelter from a
hurricane and discovered for mankind an
inestimable treasure that lay hid in his
own soul.

THE BROKEN BELL
By Charles Baudelaire
Translated by George Ridge
It is bitter and sweet, in wintry nights,
To listen, near the throbbing, smoking fire,
To memories that slowly rise to heights
Of chimes that in the evening mist suspire.
The bell blissfully from its deep strong throat—
In spite of age alert and without blotch—
Peals faithfully the same religious note
As an old soldier yet awake on watch !
But my soul is broken: In agony
It wants to scream, to writhe, this frosty night;
And yet I see its pale voice is so slight
It seems the death rattle of one they leave
Beside a bloody lake, beneath the dead,
Who dying strives to budge unyielding lead !

AUNT JAMIE'S
ESCAPE
By Lynn Daniels
Aunt Jamie heard the car rattle just as
she got even with Flora's house, and she
drove on, this rattle being something
unexpected in her plan. She slammed on
the brakes at the corner, looked all three
ways, and turned jerkily to circle the
block again. Perhaps the rattle was an
excuse because she started over her
story again mentally, though it showed
in the sudden mixture of pride and
haughtinss which changed the sad expressionless face to one of dignity. This action always preceded this set of thoughts
which were today to be spilled before
the surprised and no less embarrassed
Flora; her daughter and husband, Barbara and Smiley. She hoped that all three
of them would be there, for those present could never tell it to the others as
Aunt Jamie meant to act it out. She
would leave the door a little cracked so
they would be sure to see the car. She
also had pictured what Flora would say
from beginning to end, beginning with, at
her sudden appearance at the house,'why,
mother,' this much said with a forced
smile, and then her skin taking on the
same color as her hair, 'I thought that you
—', and here she would stop, unable to
go on.
Here Aunt Jamie would take over, but
not verbally yet. She would hold her
head high and strut cockily about the
living room, their three dumbfounded
heads following every step she took. Then
she would strut back, glare at them for a
moment and say, `go ahead, finish it, you
thought I was in the poor house! Barton
County Insane and Potato Farm.' And
up until that time only devices for defense would be in their minds, but now
some pity would accompany it, and maybe fear, for they would think Aunt Jamie
had indeed become affected by age or
association with others who enjoyed various styles of potatoes, and who played
with their toes. But then, the action must
begin, for now their guards were down.
She would walk a little more and then
turn suddenly on them. 'Tricked and abandoned!' Here she would laugh sarcastically. 'Yes, Aunt Jamie had got a little
soft, living with her own flesh 'n blood
son, and her daughter-in-law,' and here
she would peer down at Flora icily. 'So
death carted off 'm livlihood' (it had
taken practice to make this a hard, mental
statement', 'and not two weeks after,
I'm carted off to that . . . that potato
house.'

Aunt Jamie broke her thoughts for
a moment to turn another corner, but
she drove past the house again without
thinking, for this dress rehearsal must be
nothing short of perfection. She resumed
her thoughts when once again on the
straight, wide street.
Now they would be on the defense
again, for although they knew that this
wasn't the Aunt Jamie they saw only a
month and a half ago, that what she said
was true, and said with a determination
they thought the old pouchy lady had
lost with age.
'It didn't work! There's ways of doing
things that even old age don't stop.' Here
she automatically threw out her decaying
breasts, smiled wrily, and tried to make
her eyes sparkle, though her eyelids merely fluttered. She figured the shock and
surprise in her eyes would call for no
further explanation, and here she would
make an exit, throwing the imitation fur
haughtily about her neck, get in the car
and drive away as they stood in the doorway, mouths agape. But, if she was
pressed further by comment or expressions of minunderstanding, she would
add one sentence before the fur-on-theneck part. 'Your Aunt Jamie has got her a
man, and he don't raise potatoes !'
She turned the final block, rode aways

down the street and sputtered to a stop
in front of the neat, white frame house.
As she strutted up the little walk, she
suddenly altered a part of her plans and
decided to knock. This way, she would
be sure of having all attention on her
when she entered. She knocked in accordance to the expression on her face. A
person appeared at the door whom she
had never seen before, a young girl. A
hired girl, more than likely, she thought,
and almost dropped her expression but
thought better of it.
"Flora Pate, Is she at home?"
Th girl grinned at Aunt Jamie. "She
doesn't live here anymore. We moved
here last week. Papa owns this house
now."
Aunt Jamie looked at the girl for a
moment, her expression gone, and in
its place one of sorrow and disappointment. She turned and walked slowly
back to the car. Once under the wheel,
she perked up, for she knew that although
this part of the plan had failed, she must
carry things logically to the end . . . until
she was safe in her cot at Barton County
Farm. She began thinking of how she
would get Mrs. Pope's car back in the
garage without waking her up. Her house
and garage sat near the large county
(Continued on page 30)

BASIC ENGLISH MAY BE THE ANSWER
By George Connor
The article which follows is an outgrowth of a paper which I read several
months ago to a group of my fellowteachers of English. I trust that this fact
will not frighten the reader unduly. Even
teachers of English have hearts and minds,
and even they are aware that students
often fail to get from their teaching any
real understanding of language and literature.
We teachers of English have on our
minds and our consciences several things
which provide a context for the discussion which follows. Somehow we have
often contrived to make the study of language, one of the most fascinating subjects the mind of man can contemplate,
pedestrian and dull. Somehow we have
failed to make our students really literate, capable of reading, writing and speaking the English language with clarity and
force. We are continually reminded of
this failure by the wails of prophets, both
major and minor, who point to the poor
language ability of our high school and
college graduates.
Impressive and accurate though much
of this criticism is, it does not usually
point to any way of salvation. What we
most need to know is how to direct our
teaching so as to give our students an
ability which they have not been getting.
With limited experience but with strong
conviction, I believe that Basic English
is a device which would be of great help
to us in this undertaking. I will discuss
first the history and organization of Basic,
and then go on to show in general and
specific terms what I believe its use in
the English classroom can accomplish.
Basic has had such a bad press in certain quarters that I cannot resist prefacing
my remarks with a few words about what
Basic is NOT. It is not a kind of pidgin
English; what is bad English is bad Basic.
It is not designed to replace French or
German or Russian or any other language.
Those who suggest it as an international
language mean in addition to, not in place
of, existing languages. (Those who are
interested in the strong case for Basic as
an international language should see I. A.
Richard's Basic English and Its Uses.)
Basic is not, above all, intended to replace
full English. Nobody is expected to confine himself to a small percentage of English words for any reason except occasionally in order to understand better what he
means by the words he uses. With this
brief summary of what Basic is not, we
can perhaps turn with safety to a consideration of what it is and how it can be
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used by those of us who speak English as
a native language.
I.
The study of language which finally
led to the creation of Basic English was
begun in the early twenties by two British scholars, I. A. Richards and C. K.
Ogden. While these two men were engaged in writing The Meaning of Meaning, a general treatment of semantics,
they did a great deal of work with the
definition of words. During their experiments, they found themselves using over
and over again a limited number of words
which were apparently necessary to define
almost any word in the English language.
This continual resort to a relatively small
vocabulary encouraged Richards and Ogden to believe that there is within the
English language a certain basic vocabulary, capable of expressing anything
which could be expressed in full English.
After the publication of The Meaning of
Meaning, Ogden and a group of assistants set to work to discover whether this
theory could be proved. In 1929 Ogden
published in Psyche a provisional vocabulary, which became, after a few alterations, Basic English.
Before we consider the organization of
the 850 words in the Basic English vocabulary, let us examine briefly the method by which these words were selected as
indispensable. It is important to keep in
mind that the 850 words were not selected by any kind of frequency count, such as
Throndike and others have made. The
words were chosen for their covering
power; that is, each word was selected because it could adequately take over the
functions in full English of a large number of other words. There are, for example, only 16 verbs in Basic English. To
this fact most of us naturally react by
wondering how it is possible to speak or
write anything sounding like normal English when we limit ourselves to so small
a fraction of the verbs in full English.
But if we look closely at those 16 verbs
and see something of the selective method
of Basic at work, we can more easily understand how so few verbs can do the
work of so many. Take, for example,
these seven verbs: emerge, descend, approach, enter, leave, penetrate and climb.
None of these seven is in Basic English;
each of them is expressed by the Basic
verb `go' plus a preposition or an adverb.
To emerge is to go out of ; to descend is
the go down; to approach is to go toward ;
to enter is to go into ; to leave is to go

out of ; to penerate is to go through or
into; to climb is to go up.
It is possible to see in the selection of
`go' as a Basic verb the operation of one
of the fundamental principles of language
upon which Ogden worked. In its primary sense, the word `go' represents or
describes a physical action; it tells if the
activity of a body of some kind moving
through space from one point to another.
The seven verbs—and they are but a few
of the verbs which `go' replaces — are
simply extensions of the idea of 'go,' first
on the physical level, then on the metaphorical level. We go down the stairs or
descend the stairs, and the physical fact
is the same. But we descend to a low
trick or to the depths of despair, we lose
sight of the physical sense of the word.
It is this physical basis for language which
Basic seeks to focus our attention on.
Another of the Basic verbs is 'take.' In
Roget there is almost a full page of vkrds
which are more or less exact synonyms for
'take' ; in Webster's Collegiate, there are
listed thirty separate definitions. Yet
Basic makes out without any of these synonyms ; 'take' carries the burden alone.
Or consider the following words which
are approximately synonymous: decoration, embellishment, adornment, trimming, accesory—in Basic these are simply
`ornament.' Encounter, gathering, assembly, junction, confluence are expressed by
`meeting.' Lamp, candle, illumination,
dawn, enlightenment and radiance are
'light.' A careful consideration of these
examples will show, I think, that Basic
words were not chosen for their simplicity
or frequency of usage. They were chosen
whenever possible because they had as
their referents either physical objects or
physical acts or physical qualities, and
because each Basic word is able to gather
unto itself and express the meanings of
all the words which are synonymous with
it.
The 850 words of Basic are divided
into three general groups. Although the
common grammatical designations are not
used in Basic, I shall apply them in order
to shorten and simplify the explanation
of how Basic is organized. The three
groups are Things, Qualities and Operations. Things, nouns in our vocabulary,
are divided into two groups: there are
two hundred picturable things) such as
bed, finger, glove, or street; there are 400
general things, such as flower (which is
(Continued on page 26)
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A sultry sun had summoned up the dew
And warmed the gentle blades of grass that grew
Within the fence where, scattered all around,
Brunhilda's brood was scratching in the ground.

"If thou wilt look beneath that hawthorn tree,
A large, elliptical white balloon thou'lt see.
It drifted o'er the fence, and leave I beg
If it looks not immensely like an egg—

And other feathered females in the pen
Admiring glances showered on the hen
Whose babies were so exquisite to show
They made their happy father, Sigurd, crow.

"An egg of such size that it would claim
For any hen who laid it instant fame,
An egg so artificial any hen,
Discovering it would cower with chagrin.

But three black hens were lurking in the shade;
And one named Gudrun to th others said,
"Well, frankly, girls, just why they think so grand
That hussy's brats I cannot understand.

"Canst see then what a simple task is ours?
Sand in qur gizzards is all that it requires.
While she's asleep we'll put it by her nest;
Time and her boastful bill will do the rest.

"A bit too plump, I'd say, not half so fine
For all their pompous show as thine and mine."
Then one named Bikki answer made to this,
"Poor taste it is to vaunt maternal bliss.

"So big it is that all the hens' wide eyes
Will marvel at an egg of such a size;
But after they discover 'tis a fake,
Her haughty spirit will completely break."

"Our broods, 'tis true, are just as fine as hers;
Her reputation all this praise incurs."
To them replied Swanhild of lengthened neck,
"When fowl is foul, it's fair that fowl to peck."

Agreed, the gloating cluckers stood in wait
Till sleep should seal the sad Brunhilda's fate;
And when they saw her sleeping all alone,
The three conspired and so the deed was done.

"Oh, no," said Gudrun of the cunning brain,
"Behavior such as that could bring no gain.
If thou thinkest thus to act our purpose fits,
Thy teeth are more abundant that thy wits.

Awaking soon, Brunhilda was appalled
And to her loving Sigurd gently called.
He said, cqnfused, 'My dear, I do not see
How thou couldst lay an egg as big as thee.

"But I've conceived a plan whereby we may
Abate Brunhilda's pride without a fray."
"Oh, tell us," Bikki clucked with fiendish gleam;
And thus she egged her to relate her scheme.

"But since thou hast, I think it would be best
If we contrived to get it in the nest,
For there it most assuredly belongs.
Nests without eggs are like singers without songs."
(Continued on page 30)
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THE PARKHURST METHOD
By Connie Wolfe
Marcia pulled on a black crepe dress
and smoothed. out the wrinkles. The light
above was too dim for accurate making-up, but bright enough to show her
white slip beneath the thin dark material. She looked in the mirror at the
unmistakable sheen about her hips; it
looked shabby, but it would have to do.
She sat down at the dresser and reached
for a lipstick. In the weak light her skin
seemed waxy, an appearance not enhanced by the off-red she applied moderately. She pressed a square of paper to
her mouth, then sat for a moment before the glass trying to see herself objectively. Here, the light was definately
against her, and it followed that in better
light, she would look better.
Satisfied that everything possible had
been done, she got up, dusted off her
skirt, and then checked the seams of her
stockings. She was almost annoyed when
the alarm clock showed there were twenty
minutes before she would have to leave.
She just stood in the middle of the room'
listening to bits of the early evening being counted off; one, two, three, four;
one, two, three, four; one, two, thr . . .
her mind took up the cadence and and
substituted words: "Oh, ah wish . . ah
was . . in the land . . o' cotton . . old
times there . • . 'm not . . forgotten . . ."
The words almost startled her; she
went to the bureau and pushed the things
aside in the middle drawer until she felt
the thick manilla envelope. As long as
there was time, it might be a good idea to
go over her pieces.
She pulled up the metal tabs of the envelope's flap, took out a paper bound
book, a mimeographed form letter, and a
folded magazine page. Marcia glanced at
the letter, then slid it back in the envelope, and dropped it on the bed. She
gave a moment to the page of advertising,
seeing herself as the center of each of
its five photographs, and then laid it
face up on the envelope. She started to
drag over the vanity chair, but thought
better of it, she couldn't walk in with her
skirt a mass of wrinkles, so she stood
thumbing through the booklet.
"Dixie," there it was, she stared hard
at each group of letters and diagrams, and
then pumped her fingers up and down on
imaginary keys. But it wasn't "Dixie"
she was worried about, somehow the
12

"Blue Danube" always gave her trouble,
and it was so long, too. She hummed the
waltz following the instructions, but the
middle part came out too fast, it seemed
to run together ; even humming it, she lost
the tempo. For the first time since she
had gotten the course, Marcia felt uneasy. She remembered her cousin going
off for a piano lesson every Monday afternoon for years and years, and here she
had been studying for only three weeks;
of course, they didn't have this new Parkhurst method then, and after all, she had
learned four numbers well enough to
play them without watching the diagrams,
and the only part that had ever bothered
her was the middle of this "Danube"
piece. After thinking about it, Marcia
decided to leave out the waltz, that would
still make three things she could pla7,
and that wasn't so bad, three songs in
three weeks . . . . three and a half really,
because she was sure of the Strauss num-

ber except for the middle part, and that
was awfully fast.
But there was nothing to be gained by
thinking of any possible short comings, it
was too late for that, so she turned on
to "Margie" and "Dark Eyes." She saw
that it was nearly 7:30. Marcia closed the
booklet and took a deep breath, she might
as well go, she was as ready as she'd ever
be. She picked up the envelope with the
clipped advertisement on top and looked
at the five pictures again, no, there was no
doubt about it, she put the magazine page
and the music book back in their envelope
and then replaced it in the middle drawer.
No doubt at all, she was ready.
Out in the street, Marcia felt the full
weight of her loneliness. For three weeks
she had memorized and practiced each detail carefully, precisely, without anyone's
knowledge. She could have told somebody at the office, but this way she had
a double goal to anticipate, not only the
one of accomplishment, but there would
be the added reward of seeing everybody's
surprise The fact that she, of herself,
vas doing something, had been ample
(Continued on page 21)

A DIALOGUE ON WRITING
By Bart Leiper
The scene is a Freshman English class
at a University which we will allow to
remain nameless. There are two characters: Mr. S., a Freshman English student; and a Mr. W., a writer. With perfect logic and propripty—because this
particular writer has been fool enough
to stand up before the class to try to say
something about creative writing in general, and about writing a short story in
particular—with a perfect right Mr. S.
asks:
"What is a short story, Mr. W?"
"Well, you see, I was going to try to
explain that before I began this lecture.
It is rather difficult. As a matter of fact,
I don't know."
"What do you mean: 'You don't
know' ?"
"I know one when I see it, when I read
it ; but I can't tell you what—definitely—
a short story is. In other words, I can't
give you a definition of a short story."
"You mean to say you're going to stand
up there and try to give us a lecture about
writing a short story and you can't even
give me a definition of your own subject!"
"That's right, Mr. S. But I must insist
I am not as guilty of a lack of preparation
or of complete incompetence as that may
make it seem. For I have honestly searched
long and arduously for a definition of a
short story. Over a period of many years
I have read, even studied, the words of
men who claimed they had a suitable definition. But unfortunately, those definitions never seemed to hold good or true
for me. I can't tell you how short a
story must be to be a short story. And I
can't even tell you the fixed number of
words beyond which a short story becomes
something else."
"Well, Mr. W., what can you tell us?"
"A few things; certainly no great and
grand revelations. Just a few helterskelter ideas about prose fiction. You
see, Mr. S., there are few subjtcts as difficult to talk or write about as writing
itself—creative writing, or, to use another
term which I will probably use much
more frequently during this lecture: prose
fiction. The great difficulty involved,
however, by no means prevents people
writing about writing. There are reams
of words turned out each year on how to
write prose fiction; there are at the least
four monthly journals devoted exclusively
to articles and lists of helpful hints—
covering everything from how to dress
your characters to how to use a plotmachine (which is something like a slide

rule for the literary gentlemen) to how to
re-ink your own typewriter ribbon. And
you have surely seen in the newspapers
and popular magazines along with truss
testimonials the very enticing advertisements, beginning: YOU, TOO, CAN
WRITE, and with an exclamation point
big and fat enough to choke even the most
disinterested eye. This stuff is all trash
and I'll explain why it's trash later on.
"It is true, nevertheless, that a large
amount of serious literary criticism is written by capable and serious people and
through the years these writings have
formed one of the most valuable bodies
of good reading in- the language. But,
except in the most indirect way, an evaluation of prose fiction—which is the primary task of the good literary critic—
does not tell you how to write prose fiction. It often tells you, and often very
explicitly, what not to do. But knowing
what not to do, doesn't necessarily help
you to know what to do. For example, if
you are driving and come to an intersection where there are five streets and you
only know that one of them is not the
street you want, you will still have a problem of making the right choice; and without signs you will, more than likely have
to ask someone who knows.
"When, then, a beginning writer wants
to know not how not to do it—which he
has learned from the literary critics—but
how to do it, who and where is the person he must ask? This question, Mr. S.,
brings us back to all those words- written
and published each year on how to write
prose fiction, written you will remember
in spite of the fact (and more often without any real concern for that fact) that to
write about writing is one of the most
difficult of things to do and still Communicate something of value. As a matter of fact, out of all that has been written
and with which I am familiar, there are
only four pieces of writing which I think
are really very good, very valuable, very
helpful to the beginning writer; which
give as explicitly as the nature of the subject allows some valuable ideas about the
writing of prose fiction. Let me urge you,
Mr. S., as strongly as I know how, to get
and not only read but study and familiarize yourself with their contents. I' have
found them invaluable and indispensable.
" (1) The Art of The Novel, by the
great American novelist Henry James. It
is a collection of his prefaces to his own
novels and short stories written for the

New York Edition (1.907) and has been
called 'the most sustained
. the most
eloquent and- original piece of literary
criticism in existence'.
" (2) Story of the Novel, by the British
Novelist E. M. Forster: a series of lectures
he delivered.
"(3) Understanding Fiction, by
Cleaneth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren. This is a basic txt book used in many
Freshman English courses; its authors are
two outstanding professors of literature
and one, Mr. Warren, a noted novelist.
His All The King's . Men won the 1947
Pulitzer Prize, and Robert Rossen's movie
version has just recently captured a large
number of Hollywood•Oscars.
" (4) And the last is an essay by the
English Novelist, Elizabeth Bowen, entitled, Notes on Writing a Novel: ThiS
last is the shortest of the four• titles, and
is by virtue of its briefness and amazing
explicitness, perhaps the more immediately
helpful to the beginning writer. And yet,
unfortunately, it is the most difficult to
find. As far as I 'know, the only place it
has been published is Ma British literary
Miscellany called Orion, and it was only
quite by chance that I picked it up at 'a
bookstore outlet sale." ,=
"If head these works and study them,"
Mr. S. asked Mr. W., "will they tell me
how to write a short story ?"
"The answer, Mr. S., is very short and
simple: No. No man can tell another
how to write a short story. No teacher
can teach a student to be a writer of prose
fiction. An English teacher can teach a
student how to conjugate the verb to
have; and that teacher can give that student example-sentences using all the various forms of the verb to have; and the
teacher may even require that the student
memorize any number of those sentences.
So, away from class, away from the teacher, away from the blackboard examples
and the Grammar handbook we find that
same student, say on a date going to a
Spring formal, and his girl says: 'Look,
Joe, you said you were coming by last
night.' And he quite casually replies: 'I
know I did, but I had—not I having, not
I have—I had to go down to Tiftonia
with my mother.' With the aid of the
tools (rules) taught him by the teacher
that student has learned how to use the
verb to have under almost any circumstances.
"That teaching-learning process does
not work with writing prose fiction, unfortunately. The teacher may give the
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student all sorts of advice and maxims,
may teach him any number of good rules
to work by, and may give him example
after example of good prose fiction to
read: Eudora Welty, Katherine Anne Porter, William Faulkner, Peter Taylor and
many others. But that does not mean the
student will then be able to go to his desk,
sit down, and write a good short story.
Just why it doesn't work, I don't know.
Naturally, the word talent comes to mind
here—you say so and so is talented musically; so and so has literary talent. But
talent is such a complicated subject, filled
with such psychological ramifications
about _wick I know next to nothing, that
it would be profitless to go into it now.
But it does bring us to the whole mysterious subject of creation, of creating, of
imaginative creativeness; brings us to that
complex subject,that very important subject: art.
"Let us say for the moment, Mr. S.,
that—unlike the learning process for the
verb to have, which the student who went
to Tiftonia had learned to use so beautifully—there is another condition necessary, that something additional must be
present in the student to learn to write
good prose fiction. We can call it talent
if we wish; it is a convenient noun, a convenient name. But I am half persuaded
to think it must be an extremely strong
desire to write. Please notice, Mr. S., I
did not say an extremely strong desire to
be a writer, to live the fabulously glamorous, independent, world-traveling, fascinating life that is the popular myth
about writers' lives. The two things are
quite different: one is to work and work
hard ; the other is to play. One is, perhaps, to be a good writer, someday; the
other is, certainly, to be a poseur and
dilettante. One is a worthy ambition; the
other a silly daydream."
"OK, so it's hard work," comments
Mr. S. "I still want to write."
"Do you think you have something to
say?"
"Yes, sir."
"What? What do you have to say?"
"I don't know, exactly. I mean—well,
it's hard to say. I know, Mr. W., but I
just can't put it in words."
"Mr. S., if you can't put in in words—
the very bricks and mortar of writing—
then isn't writing the last thing in the
world for you to do? Why not paint or
write music or build buildings? You can
say things with paints and tones and
stones, you know."
"Well, for one thing I haven't had any
training in those things and I have in
English. After all, Mr. W., I'm in college. I'm a University student taking a
University course in language and literature. My God, that seems to me to be
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getting pretty far along. That's really
something. You know, it's not everybody that gets—"
"No. Not everybody gets that far
along with their education, that's true.
Only so many out of every thousand high
school graduates have the chance to learn
more about the subjects they have really
only begun to scratch. But there's one
thing I want to point out, Mr. S., and one
question I want to ask. First let me say
that there is a strange and widespread
supposition that you don't have to know
anything to write a novel or a story: you
just have to find the time. Everybody
would write a novel, everybody thinks he
can write a novel, if he could just find the
time to do it in. This is strange, isn't it?

Brine For Blood
By Lyle Dowbiggin
I've got brine for blood;
I need a deck beneath my feet.
So let me live in a coastal town
Or rove upon the deep.
I'll have none of your inland towns,
So far from the roaring waves.
I don't like their stuffy streets
Filled with white-collar slaves.
I only want the great expanse
Of the wide and wondrous sea,
And a good deck on which I'll trod;
That is the life for me.

Not everybody thinks that way about
plumbing or repairing automobiles or
teaching mathematics; in these things it's
not just a matter of getting the occasion
to do it. People realize you must know
how to do certain things. But every housewife and every retired business executive
is going to write a novel someday. That
they all are not written, we may thank a
merciful Heaven, and not the speed of
time. Now, my question, Mr. S: Can you
read?"
"Mr. W., I don't think I heard you
correctly. Will you repeat that question,
please sir ?"
"Yes, of course: I asked you, can you
read?"
There's a moment of silence while the
student eyes the writer with mistrust.
Then the student says: "Is this some kind
of joke?"
"No, no joke. I'm very serious. Answer my question please. Can you read?"
"No—I bribed the registrar to fill in
my matriculation blank and my pappy
does all my homework. It's a deep dark
secret, Mr. W., please don't tell any one.
Hell yes, I can read!"

"Fine. I wanted to make sure; you
know there are a large number of people
—even college students, Mr. S., who can't
read—glad to know you can. Now, another question: how long have you been
able to read?"
"I don't get you."
"It's a simple question. But let me
put it this way: When did you first begin
to read? In kindergarten? First grade?
Second grade?"
"Well, just as a guess, Mr. W., I'd say
along about the second grade. But it was
that 'Here is the cat . . . See the cat . . .
The cat is yellow' . . . kind of stuff."
"Yes, of course. Now, let's see. By
the fourth grade you must have been reading the comic books without any difficulty
and by the fifth, no doubt you were reading things in Open Road for Boys—did
you ever see that magazine, Mr. S.? That,
or Boy's Life?"
"Sure, both of them."
"Then would you say those stories
about basketball games and camping trips
and the Wolf Patrol and so forth were the
first real short stories you ever read?"
"I guess so."
"What do you mean by a real short
story ?"
"Hey, wait a minute, Mr. W. You used
the word, I didn't."
"I know I did, but you followed
through. You didn't question it. You
accepted it, so you must mean something
by it."
"All right, I did. You can't call any of
that second grade stuff about Here is the
cat . . . See the cat . 1 . The cat is yellow.
—you can't call that a real short story."
"Is it prose fiction?"
"I guess so."
"Why ?"
"Because it is, that's all. Because it's
fiction and not real."
You're correct, Mr. S. But let's put it
stronger than that. It's a lie isn't it?
There's no cat there. The cat exists only
in the primer, through the words and the
pictures. But strangely enough—and this
is very important—the cat that's a lie,
the cat that isn't really there—is very yellow, perhaps the yellowest thing you ever
saw. It becomes more real for the second
grader than the real live cat at the next
door neighbors which, if I should ask
you about the color of that cat next door,
you'd hesitate—perhaps, not even sure
after this long time that the neighbors had
a cat. And yet, don't you see, how—this
many years after you were a small child in
the second grade—that cat in the primer
is still real and still very yellow? This illustrates a most important point about
prose fiction: it is, plainly, all based on
a lie; and yet it has a tremendous reality.
This little second grade primer example
is perhaps the most simple example one

could find. It would be rather difficult
to find a cruder example, and yet at the
same time an example which will show
very clearly what I mean, than your comic
books. Dick Tracy, Popeye, their cohorts
and all their adventures are lies, lies made
up by their authors and presented to us.
(By the same token, let me hasten to add,
so is Wm. Shakespeare's Hamlet based on
a lie, so are Margaret Mitchell's Scarlett
O'Hara and Rhett Butler,. so is Tolstoi's
Anna Karenina, and so is Mr. Belvedere
in the movies.
But back to Detective Tracy and Sailor
Popeye: they are very real personalities
for millions and millions of people, yet
they—like the yellow cat which is very,
very yellow—are not real. But take Mr.
Bevin of the English Labor Government,
take President Quirino of the Republic of
the Philippines. They are not lies at all;
they are both living men, important personages. But with all their livingness,
all their reality, they are not half so real,
not half so well known as two nonexistent characters: Detective Dick Tracy
and Sailor Popeye—not to forget Olive
Oil and Wimpy, Little Orphan Annie,
Donald Duck and Steve Canyon.
"My main reason for bringing up the
second grade cat and Detective Tracy has
been to show that they are—crude as they
may be—examples of prose fiction. And
to show you that prose fiction is based on
lies told you, deliberately, by the writer.
That the very first lie told you by Chester
Gould, the author of Dick Tracy is that
there is, to begin with, such a person as
Dick Tracy (or by Shakespeare: that there
is such a person as rke Prince Hamlet in
his play). And yet for certain millions
the7 are found to be more palpably alive
than the two living statesmen we mentioned: Bevin and Quirino. And that is
the second part of my point: the nature of
reality: just what is real and what isn't
real? That is a large and important question to which I urge you, Mr. S., to give
a lot of thought. Because the question
is at the core of prose fiction. And it is
from this paradox which comes the unanswerability of the question, from an
outsider: 'Are the characters in your
stories invented, or are they from real
life:' obviously, neither is true. The outsider's notion of 'real life' and the writer's
are hopelessly apart. Don't ever ask that
question of a writer, because it shows
stupidity on the part of the person asking
the question. To ask the writer if he
bought his pencils to write such and such
a story at Woolworth's or Grant's has as
much value and importance as that question.
"But let us go on to say that the primary task of prose fiction is to create the
illusion of reality. After all, what is a
lie but an illusion of reality ?"

"You mean to stand up there and tell
me," interrupts the student, Mr. S., "that
all the fame and importance we give to
the great novelists and dramatists is going
to nothing more than a bunch of super
liars ?"
"That's about right, with one very
great and important qualification; and
this qualification is one of the ways by
which you can determine what is good
and bad in prose fiction: we cannot have
unlimited falsehood, we cannot have lying for the sake of lying. The story or
the novel or the play lies in saying that
something happened that did not. It
must, therefore, contain uncontradictable
truth, to warrant the original lie. Good
prose fiction is a way of getting at and
presenting truth about man and man's
behaviour. The greater the perception of
truth, the better the fiction. The writer
who makes the original lie dominate in
his story is less good, than the writer who
makes what he feels to be uncontradictable truth dominant and realizes that the
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original lie is a necessary evil, a tool to
work with. Dick Tracy is a series of
monstrous lies. The Tragedy of Hamlet,
Prince of Denmark, is an original lie soon
relegated to a position of unimportance
and Shakespeare's perceptions of the truth
about men and women take over, become
dominant, and make of it a valuable
thing.
"I know of no one, even the most fervent of Dick Tracy fans who would think
of going to the library to look up and
read the Dick Tracy column for January
15, 1938. And yet I know of no one who
is, to use the same parallelism, a fervent
Hamlet fan who can say he has read Hamlet, Prince of Denmark for the last time.
Why? I'll leave that to you to decide.
A good way to decide would be to go and
read Dick Tracy for January 15, 1938
and see what it means to you. Then go
reread Hamlet."
Mr. S., the student has been thinking
these things over and asks this question:
"Well, you don't have to have your uncontradictable truth presented by means
of a lie, do you? As far as I can see, my
second year algebra book didn't make use
of an original lie to give me uncontradictable truth. And as far as that goes,
neither does my Principles of Economics.
I'm beginning to think maybe all this
fiction stuff is no good any way: or second
best choice. Why bother with the lie in
the first place?"

"That, Mr. S., is an excellent question
—and if the original lie of prose fiction
cannot be justified, successfully defended,
then maybe the real value of the short
story and the novel is a delusion; it may
be that no serious thoughtful person—an
intelligent and maturing person—should
waste time on prose fiction.. There may
be no place in the world for it now.
"Let's get back to your examples: the
algebra book and the economic text. You
say they present—without an original lie
—uncontradictable truth. But in the case
of the algebra book, I must point out
that the truth presented is a mathematical,
abstract truth about the ciphers and their
behaviour and not about man and man's
behaviour. To know the binomial theorem does not help you to know anything
at all about the men who will use it—
to know when, where, how, and why.
Just for the sake of argument—for whether it is true or not I don't know—let us
say that without knowledge of the binomial theorem the discovery and development of the hydrogen bomb would
have been impossible. But handed down
through the years by means of that 2nd
year algebra book you and thousands of
others have learned—without the aid of
a lie—a mathematical truth, and directly
or indirectly that truth about the mathematical order has helped create the hydrogen bomb. Do you now—as an above
average human being, and remember it
was yourself, Mr. S., who reminded me
that you are a University student, that
you had gotten pretty far along, now I'm
reminding you, that you, the above average human being must accept the above
the average responsibilities—do you now
in your responsibility for mankind's future turn to the 2nd year algebra book to
find out what the consequences of that
bomb for mankind are going to be? Do
you think further reading in your algebra
book — without the lie, that is true — is
going to give you an insight into the
Pentagon or Kremlin plans for the hydrogen bomb's future, the when, where, how
and why of that bomb's use? Of course
not. In addition to your own every day,
commonsense perceptions about people,
you are going to know what can be known
by reading truths about the nature of men
and not the nature of ciphers."
"Yeah, but what about the economics
text book, Mr. W? That deals with men,
groups of people, doesn't it ?"
"True. But does it contain uncontradictable truth? Economic principles seem
to come and go with the coming and going of economic systems."
"Well, give me an example of truth
about man in prose fiction."
"O.K. What about this perception of
the truth about human beings that Shake15

speare put into the mouth of Julius Caesar:
'Let me have men about me that
are fat,
Sleek-headed men, and such as
sleep o'nights;
Yond' Cassius has a lean and
hungry look:
He thinks to much. Such men
are dangerous.'
"And a further perception of truth on
the part of Shakespeare is that he knew
to put those lines in the mouth of a head
of a state: a dictator. And of course there
are a great many more, which we do not
have time for now. But for the most part
they are not in such succinct capsule form
in prose. The truth comes out only with
the total revelation of the writer's characters.
"However, the main difference between
your algebra text books and short stories
and novels, good ones, that is, is that in
prose fiction there must be an acute sensitivity to and an adept handling of these
two parts: the form of expression and the
content of what is being expressed and
the interplay and interaction of the two.
This is a tremendously complicated subject on which scholars and critics still
write and on which they still conflict hotly.
You will all recognize what is meant by
form in creative writing when you are
given a poem, a sonnet, let us say, to read.
The number of lines, the rhyme scheme,
the number of feet of meter, and so forth
is easily recognizable in poetry. It is,
compared to prose fiction, quite strict.
But there is the short story and in the
novel as much of a duty to adhere to form
as there is in poetry; and the aptness, the
rightness of form in prose fiction is as
much of a factor in the success or failure
of a short story as it is in a poem.
"This business of form and content
brings us again to that most complicated
subject: ART. I can't define art. I
wouldn't make the attempt. But I do
know some of the factors that go into the
making of a piece of art, whether it be a
poem, a- short story, a piece of pottery, a
sonata for the piano, or a public building.
There is the utmost simplicity possible in
good art. Every ingredient of the work
aids and abets every other ingredient in
the attainment of a oneness, a unity, a
wholeness, a cohesion, an adherence to
form. Nothing that does not contribute
to that goal can be allowed to remain ;
nothing lacking for that attainment can
remain outside.
"Unfortunately there is not enough
time to take, as an example of what I
mean, a short story and read it carefully
and look at it and analyse it. As a substitute, however, which will do rather
well, I have here a very small poem—only
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four lines—from which you may get an
idea or two.
AT REST
Slim cunning hands at rest, and cozening eyes—
Under this stone one loved too wildly lies.
How false she was, no granite could delcare ;
Nor all earth's flowers, how fair.
—Walter de la Mare.

"There are no difficult words in this
poem to complicate the meaning and intent, except perhaps cozening: it is an old
word and comes from a quite commonly
used word: cousin: It means to be deceitful, to cheat, to deceive through pretext of relationship; usually cunning or
paltry.
"Now what has the poet said? Or, a
better question, what would a person not
a poet—maybe someone writing a letter—
have said? 'She is dead and buried now.
I loved her for she was beautiful, but twofaced as they make them.' Now compare
this flat prose, unimaginative résumé with
what the poet wrote: See how in the four
lines of the poem, which get their first
tying together towards a unity and whole
by the rhyme scheme, see how no word
can be changed, without damage. Notice
how almost any combination of words can
be used in the prose version. Notice also
how the poet emphasizes the faults of the
'she' of the poem all the way to the last
line. He does it with words like 'cunning
hands', with 'cozening eyes', and with the
flat statement of her falseness. Notice the
judicial use of granite and flowers (tying
in with the over-all symbol of the grave).
The metrical emphasis placed by the poet
on 'One loved too wildly' cannot go unnoticed. Notice the further binding and
unity with the alliterativeness of CUnning and COzening; One and Wildly;
False, Flowers, Fair.
"Notice the little twist introduced by
the last line—the feeling of regret; her
fairness, more important, really, than her
falseness, comes last. And for the final
twist — not clear, ambiguous — the title:
Who is at rest? She or the poet? Or the
double meaning? Note the simplicity
and yet great complexity: condensation.
"Now briefly and certainly inadequately
there is the difference between fiction and
non-fiction; there is the difference between
an acute sensitivity to and use of form
and content and the interplay of the two.
The difference is art. The difference is
beauty.
"A short story, in the main, must accomplish the same results. And I want to
say that you must read and re-read a short
story as often as a poem, to get the same
results. The short story writer must use
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the others' tools to secure that unity and
cohesion and simplicity-complexity. He
has no meter, no rhymes, no alliteration
to count on, but if the writer is good, he
will see after carefully examining his materials that there is only one way, to write
the story; that the materials will contain
an almost explicit form. That for each
novel and each story there is a none-otherness, and only-possibleness as to its form.
And the good writer will search it out;
but the searching will be his most difficult
and irritating task."
The student speaks again to Mr. W.:
"I think I understand what you mean
about the unity and cohesion of a poem
or a short story. It's a sort of condensing
process, isn't it?"
"Yes. That's a very good way to express it."
"But," continues the student, "all you
have said so far about short stories has
really been pretty general. Could you
give me some more particular information? Break the short story down, somehow?"
"You mean: 'A short story has a beginning, a middle, and an end' sort of an
analysis ?"
"Yes!"
"If a piece of prose fiction can be broken up and the parts looked at separately,
then you would probably have the following six categories: PLOT, CHARACTERS, DIALOGUE, ANGLE (viewpoint), ADVANCE, and RELEVANCE.
(These hold good for the novel as well
as short stories, incidentally) . There is
not enough time to discuss in detail all
six of these headings: it would take a
whole course in short story writing. So
•I wish to spend a little time on two—
PLOT and CHARACTERS.
"Let's see now: about CHARACTERS.
I take it that the person interested enough
in writing short stories to sit down and
try his hand at it will already know that
he must have characters. Even the rankest of beginners will have at least one
character in mind, and usually it is a
character, and not the plot, which comes
to him first. For instance, our beginning
writer may have this character in mind,
a person, who for him, possesses a certain interest: a man with a gun in his left
hand, a drooping cigarette, the smoke curling up into his eye ; and a little finger ring
of Chinese gold on which are carved two
Chinese characters ; Or the character
which interests that beginning writer may
be a little girl sitting on the front porch
of a ramshackle house in a disreputable
neighborhood—and the shiny, soft red
velvet of her new party dress, trimmed
with eyelet lace, contrasts very vividly
with the shabby surroundings. As she
sits, quiet alone on the porch, unaware that

she is being observed, she sings softly to
herself : 'Happy birthday to you.'
Something about that man with the
gun, something about the little girl alone
on the fornt porch has attracted the interest of the writer. There is, in varying
degrees, a magnetic quality—not sympathy—but some sort of magnetic attraction to those characters. The writer must
reproduce that magnetic quality. The unfortunate cases are, where the character
has, obviously, acted magnetically upon
the writer, but fails to do so upon the
reader.
"As1 have said, then, at least the characters of his first story are known by the
beginning writer—though he may not
know the tricks of getting them down on
paper, alive and kicking—and he usually
knows what the main story of that character is going to be: story used in the
nursery sense, the bedtime story, what
happened? and what happened next. And
to what extent he knows something of the
plot of his first short story. Just for an
example, in the first case, let us say he
already knows that the man with the gun
in one hand, and a little finger ring of
Chinese gold, is going to kill the first fat
man who walks out of that dimly lit
rooming-house doorway exactly opposite
him, across the wet street. Or in the
second instance, the writer knows beforehand that the little girl, all dressed up in
a party dress, sitting on the shabby front
porch is going to have learned, before the
day is over, that sometimes and for some
people, the 6th birthday can be the most
horrible day in their life. That is what
happened. That is something of plot.
"And I think, also, that the man who
sits down to write his first short story has
some knowledge — simply from having
read a number of short stories, even if no
more advanced than the adolescent stuff
in Open Road for Boys—of ANGLE, of
viewpoint: that is, whether the writer becomes a character in the story he is telling
and takes the name of 'I'—first person
technique; or whether he sticks within the
consciousness of just one of the characters
and tells the story from that character's
viewpoint; or whether he remains author
—omniscient, free to roam at will.
"Let us now start writing a story, Mr.
S., and see what each of these techniques
looks like. The first person type is easily
recognizable:
" 'I first knew Steve Martin aboard the
troop transport Admiral Mayo and found
that all those amazing things which happened to him after we had landed at Port
Moresby in New Guinea were the direct
result of a peculiar aloofness—aloneness
I had called it that evening on the afterdeck of the giant ship, when we were
twelve days out of San Francisco and the

Southern Cross had gradually mounted
the Pacific heavens to tangle in our rigging. Aloofness? A certain mystic quality, an other-worldness which forced him
on to that horrible but inevitable, death
at the hands of those who called him Captain Martin. I, too, called him Captain
Martin.'
"That is the opening paragraph a la
first person. By using the second technique we would simply give the I of the
story a name, and let—say we call him
Roger Burton—let Roger Burton do the
telling, in which case only those things
which Roger Burton can logically know
about the story can be used. It would
make little change in the opening paragraph, but considerable in the story as a
whole.
"And for the author-omniscent method, theoretically, anything known to the
author about his characters can be used
and he can tell the story from the consciousness of any character he wishes to

By Donald Chippin
A rat
gnawing
its sharp cruel teeth
nibbling, bit by bit
till all is gone
A string of lights
as one by one they dim
and die
and then, tis dark
A leaky pail
with the water
slowly
dripping out
drip, drip
Is there more?
Who knows ?
What can there be
after

use. This gives him unlimited freedom,
but freedom carries with it its penalties
which I will explain in a moment. First,
let's see what has been accomplished in
this first opening paragraph of the story
about Steve Martin. Re-read it:
"Two characters have been established:
the 'I' of the story, about whom we know
very little; and a man named Steve Martin
about whom we have learned, though not
too clearly, some puzzling and interesting
information: he is dead, and we know that
the manner of his death was—so the 'I' of
the story said—horrible and inescapable.
And we know that it was a strange aloofness or aloneness—the 'I' hesitates, he

does not know exactly what it was,—at
any rate some complexities of personality
which made the death a horrible and inevitable affair. We know that Steve Martin was a captain, and since the 'I' of the
story mentioned that he first knew him
aboard a troop transport, we can assume
he was in the Army. That assumtpion is
bolstered by the fact that New Guinea
was the scene of some few Army endeavors during the past war with Japan.
Thereby we know the scene and have the
time of the story pretty well pinpointed ;
(but note, except for the one mention of
Port Moresby and New Guinea there
would have been an equal amount of evidence for the assumption that the time
was during the Spanish-American War
and that the opening scene occurred en
route to Manila.) There is, on second
thought, a great deal more that we know
about the 'I' of the story—he was pretty
well in the middle of the things with
Steve Martin; he apparently was there
to see and so to tell us about it. Perhaps
the most important thing we know about
the 'I' of the story comes from the last
sentence, which is always an important
position in a paragraph, the place a writer
reserves for something he wishes to emphasize. "I, too, called him Captain Martin." We know, then that the 'I' of the
story might possibly have killed Steve
Martin. We know then part of the plot.
And the story is underway.
"Let me point out that we know all
these things from a comparatively short
paragraph of 107 words. The short story
must accomplish the introduction of characters, the setting of scene, the beginnings
of plot, the first faint stirrings of interest
as quickly and as briefly as possible.
"There is one thing more I wish to
point out—and this brings me back to that
business of penalties for freedom, or to
take it another way, the gains to be had
from limitations. The first person method of short story telling is one of the best
means of acquiring that unity, that oneness, that cohesion we found in the little
poem. I sometimes think that what the
unifying qualities of a rhyme scheme are
to a poem, the first person pronoun 'I' is
to the short story. It seems to establish
an envelope, a pattern, even a rhythm
which, if recognized and understood, can
be worked by the writer with valuable results. We can use your word, Mr .S.:
condense—the 'I' is a tremendous condensing force.
"Before I finish, let me give you very
quickly and briefly, some points about the
Isms in writing. One hears all the time
about Naturalism and Realism and Symbolism and Surrealism. Without a long
involved explanation let me try to show
you by starting another short story, some17

thing about the nature of Naturalism, ditch, the plow tongue biting into the
Realism, and Symbolic Realism. (The earth with fury and anger. It was like
title of this lecture might well be 'Four a last, frantic blow at an opponent which
had, so far, won. In the growing darkShort Stories in Search of an Ending'.
"All right, first: Naturalism. This is ness the jangling of the harness chains
where Mr. Emile Zola in France and made a noise that sounded good to his
Frank Norris and Theodore Dreiser felt ears; it was a sort of translation into
that the true aim of the writer should be: sound of the fight and energy that he still
as true a transcription of 'real life' (and had and with which he knew he could
don't forget what we said earlier about win. He had the horse and the harness.
'real life') as is humanly possible. No And he had the seed there in the kitchen
fancy writing and literary foolishness, if cupboard where the kerosene lamp stayed
you please said Mr. Zola. Here's the way in the daytime when there was no need
they would begin our story:
for light. And he knew then, the mo"It was sunset. The man followed the ment he saw the lamplight from the
horse up the hill. He held on to the long wagonroad, that he would plant the field
plow reins but there was no plow, only in corn again. Behind him, the applethe harness chains dragging on the rocks tree which had been a volunteer and
of the wagon road. He had unhitched struggled for life by the weed-choked
at the field and the plow was upright in waterditch, stood silently, a large tree
the field near the water ditch and the now, near the plow.'
apple tree. His name was Thomas Sut"Note the use of similes and metaton. He had plowed most of the day.
phors; notice the use of all the objects not
Now it was fast growing night and he
only just to describe the scene but to add
was going to his farmhouse. He thought
more meaning, to heighten the meaning,
about the plowing, about the field: 'I will
to sharpen ideas. Why does the writer
plant it in corn again.'
of this version bother to mention that the
"Notice the straight, almost dull, telling apple tree was a volunteer—why, particuof facts, nothing fancy, nothing literary; larly, does he describe the water-ditch as
no similes and no metaphors.
'weed-choked'—not full of weeds? Why
"Now for Realism, which takes the does he say: 'A large tree now' ?
same view, almost, of the materials—
"Now to close these remarks about the
but the writer selects from them for his various component parts of the short story
purposes. There is a certain, juggling, or the novel, let me quote Henry James:
if you wish, of the facts:
" 'People often talk of these things
" 'The harness chains jangled in the (the component parts, plot, etc.) as if
twilight as they bumped along the dark- they had a kind of distinctness, instead of
ening wagon road, while back at the field melting into each other at every breath,
the singletree rested in the furrow and the and being intimately associated parts of
plow cast last, heavy shadows on the one general effort of expression. I canearth. Tom thought of the plow-tongue not imagine composition existing in a
still in the earth beneath the apple-tree. series of blocks, nor conceive in any novel
They would soon be in the darkness of worth discussing at all, of a passage of dethe night, the plow, the tree, the whole scription that is not in its intention narrafield and maybe himself and the whole tive, a passage of dialogue that is not in
farm, too, he thought suddenly. Another its intention descriptive, a touch of truth
kind of dark ; a more terrible dark. But of any sort that does not partake of the
seeing from the top of the hill the light nature of incident, or an incident that dein the farmhouse kitchen, he took a cer- rives its interest from any other source
tain courage. 'I'll plant it in corn again,' than the genral and only source of the suche said, a little surprised that he had cess of a work of art—that of being illusspoken aloud. There was determination trative. A novel (a story) is a living
in his voice.
thing, all one and continuous, like any
"Notice how the selection has concen- other organism, and in proportion as it
trated on the darkness—the twilight, the lives will it be found, I think, that in each
shadow. Then the light from the kitchen of the parts there is something of each of
and the determination in his voice, cou- the other parts. The critic who over the
pled, come through with obvious inten- close texture of a finished work shall pretend to trace a geography of items (catetion, if only by proximity.
"Let's see about Symbolic Realism: a- gories) will mark some frontiers as artigain the same materials, but notice the ficial . . . as any that have been known
to history.'
difference:
"And let me thank you, Mr. S., for
" 'Tom looked back from the wagonroad to the field he had been plowing all listening. I hope it will be of help to
day. He saw the plow near the water- you."
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THE STORM
By Jean Alexander
A steel gray sky,
Still, humid air,
A gust of wind,
Some lightning there.
Ghastly, eerie branches wave,
Grass bowed down,
Small animals disappearing
Into the ground.
A sheet of lightning
Illumines the place,
A harsh clap of thunder
Rumbles through space.
A sudden darkening
Throughout the sky,
The lightning plays
Through the clouds on high
A lightning flash—
A thunder crash—
A tree falls to the ground,
A beating,• driving flood of rain
A deafening roar of sound!
Spellbound I watch
And what I see
Fills with wonder
And fascinates me!
God's omnipotent power
Displayed for my eyes,
His majesty spreads
Through all the skies.
In the heavy, breathless dark
I stand
And watch the illimitable power
Of his hand.
Quiet, serene, and content
I stare,
I love a storm
For God is there.

TRAGEDY

NOT FOR LOVE
By Betty Powell Lackey

By Betty Powell Lackey

Do not tempt me, little imp:
Come to me for counsel
Or for comfort—
Not for love.
(Long is the road from Desire—
Long, and ending only at the grave . .)
Do not tempt me, little imp:
Come to me for shelter
Or for bread—
But not for love.
(Outside, the warm Spring rains
Caress the tender blades of grass,
But beneath the nascent green
The old brown earth remembers Fall . .)
Do not tempt me, litle imp:
Come to me for anything you will
But one.
Do not come for love.

Not that he must die is Man's
Great tragedy, nor that he Is wracked by wars, and then
By Famine left, swollen-bellied
And asprawl, beside his ravaged fields.
Not that he strives vainly,
Loves swinishly, sings drunkenly,
Steals, kills, or turns remorsefully,
Claims for him Pity's gentle tears:
No these, however grievious—but that Time,
Bald and hasty, cannot be recalled
By force or plea . .
Man, striving to the Future
Forever Pastward yearns—
In Youth bewildered as a child, and in
His graying age, nostalgic for the womb.
Not in Death
Is Man's great tragedy.

THE STEED OF SPRING
By Joan Hays
The pale old horse in the bare brown field
Stood and sniffed the rough green wind,
That flicked across the rolling hills
With the surging strength of a growing thing;
And hard within his equine heart
The consciousness of nascent spring
Beat a loud tattoo to call back thrills,
Buried long with autumnal leaves
In a deep and darksome mold;
From which, phoenix-like, they rose
In answer to the green wind's call,
To make him raise his proud old head
And shake his flowing main. One hoof
Is shod with silver sparks, as he strikes
The hard and yet unyielding sod;
And through the gusty, heavy air
A few wraith-like blossoms of the pear
Come whirling down to snag themselves
In the pale wan radiance of his coat.
One quivering nostril tells the tale:
Senescent winter's heir has picked her steed,
A pale old horse made newly strong
By the magic of a green young wind.

DESPAIR
By Evangeline Thomas Ramsey
Grey, weary dawn
Filled with nothing
But the promise
Of sobbing raindrops,
And sluggish hours
Tco sodden, even, for dreams,
And another day
That somehow must be lived.

TO AN ALTAR
By Evangeline Thomas Ramsey
Pour out your worst on me—
Sweat of useless toil,
Dust of unrelenting soil,
But give me an altar—
Soft and yielding to my aching heart,
Vessel for my tears, apart
From all that pains.
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THROW AWAY the LIFELINE
By Bill Hutcheson
. . . man overboard . . . MAN OVERBOARD . . . MAN OVERBOARD." Perhaps it was the Captain, perhaps the First
Mate, or maybe just a common seaman
who first saw the stranger's plight and
excitedly, falteringly yelled, "Man Overboard !" Then—, truly, the writhing and
twisting form in the green, frothing monster below gave evidence of need—of real
and imminent need. And aid was given.
But that cry which started in the muffled
seaman's throat was heard, was said again,
—and heard again; it started as a wisp
and grew into a whirl, into a voluminons
tidal wave of thought and sound—, reb o u n d i n g, resounding, reverberating,
echoing and re-echoing—flinging itself
relentlessly across the abyss of time and
distance, from shoreline to shoreline, from
rocky coast to inland sea, from the searing, sparkling ocean of gypsy-like sand
to the massive and impenetrable mat of
trees and vines. And more,—yes, even
more—, the sound with all of its multiple
harmonics has transcended the finite, the
real, the tangible; with the naturalness of
breath and life it had pitched itself in
sympathetic vibrations with that of the
human mind, with the human intellect,
with the human soul. Yet that is its invitation to death! Where once, at sea,
hearing men ran quickly with the line to
save, now, in the more sacred realm of
thought and spirit they bring the harpoon
and grappling hooks with which to ensnare.
Zealots cry, "While yet you have a
chance—, grab my boy. Else the next
wave may tow you under."
"Tow me under? From what to what?
No, I see all too clearly that dry decks,
sturdy rails, and pregnant galleys are not
always sovereigns of safety. Not always
do they lend themselves to security. No,
I choose to die, and live—if dying be
what you say it is !" Am I lost within the
land of Fantasia ? Have my thoughts betrayed me to the enemies of prudent living? Or can you rightly say that all worthwhile opinions are the common property
of all who claim to be "orthodox" in their
thinking? And further, is approbation
a true and foolproof test of the validity
of one's philosophy? Just who is overboard on this sea of human entanglements, you or I? Or neither of us ?
This one loves for love's sake.
Here is the simplicity and spontaneity of a full-faced moon quickly
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peeking from behind a pleated curtain of clouds, shedding silver beams
and jasmined seconds across the
landscape of freshly broken fields
and inarticulate streets and sleeping
trees and love-eyed youngsters; of
a breath-taking fall on the careless
ice—a slip, a fight, a bump! ; of the
first taste of mint julep—keen and
frosty—as it tingles its way down a
cotton-filled throat and splashes,
laughingly, in the seat of thirst; of a
woodland fire—breaking on the stillness of the night! a tiny flicker
nursed at the breast of human carelesstiess—then weaned, and left to
find its way in timbered wonderlands, a timid flame gently fanned
by twitching breezes, a tongue of
red reaching for — and finding —
fibered nourishment, dry and restless
leaves, discarded and spiritless limbs,
then standing trees. Upward from
there—and onward!
Here, too, is the spontaneity and
simplicity of an April shower—fat
and bulging drops of rain racing
from a sky where just before no
clouds had been, raindrops mixed
with the gold of sunshine and the
blue and indigo of the rainbow and
the violent yellow of rambling jonquils — raindrops ,mixed, too, with
the tart and freshness of a saucy lass.
And lastly, here is the impetuosity of
the lover's kiss quick ! but lingering . . . Answer me. Is HE overboard?
This one loves for others' sake. The
warmth of wine is his. Red wine,
pungent wine—wine pressed from
the bodies of virgin grapes and
sweetened with the sugar of bottled
time; the warmth of radiant and lucid sunlight—sunlight ever curious,
untiring, and ever-searching—, prying, poking, pushing into every crack
and cranny, forever jousting with
darkness and dankness, furtively evaporating the moistures of malice
and lovelessness; the warmth of a
crackling log fire—a log fire casting,
first light, then shadows, then images
on the hearth stones of homely happiness and contentment ;flickering
and sputtering, dancing and shifting,
winking and nodding, spewing and
boiling, the noises of happy memo-

ries are there—popping corn, broiling meat, and miniature fireworks—
banging here, then there, tiny skyrockets plumeting high—then bursting into balls of brilliant colors, then
the ash of lifelessness falling —
against the fire-screen. And then,
the warmth of the soul is his. True
warmth, this,—deep, gratifying, entirely satisfying: Here is the warmth
of heaven, the warmth of singing
robins and caroling whipporwills,
the warmth of gardens—prime and
lush—freely giving of itself to free
the people from pangs of hunger;
the warmth of goat's milk as it trickles down the fevered throat of hapless children; the warmth of friendship rare and inviting; the warmth
of knowing that you have done your
best! This one loved for other's
sake. Tell me. Is HE overboard?
This one loves for sake of self.
His is not the warmth of nature or
the simplicity of gracious understanding. Rather, his is the cold of steel
the cold of embittered, but effective
deadly effective—steel; like all things
calculating and tempered, it once
was hot with the heat of selfless living—then yielding, now cutting—
then loving, now tolerating. Penetrating, piercing, puncturing — dastardly, but effective. His, too, is
the cold of subterranean water forcing its way through the bowels of the
earth, transforming solid earth into
slushy muck, and muck into yielding
mud. An undercut here—where later
a fall takes place, resounding, —
echoing . . . and then, quietness by
him, no note is taken of the cavernous emptiness where just before was
solid and resolute ground.
His is the cold of mass production,
of machinery, of nuts and bolts, of
drills and presses, of dollars in the
bank, of antique furniture bought
solely for value's sake, of body without heart, of feeling without passion, of empires and castle gables
and clanging gates, of long tables
and starched collars. His is the cold
of January's rain as it frolics down
your back-bone, slides down your
washboard spine, and chills the marrow of your bones—blue lips, banging teeth, and chill bumps up and
down the length and breadth of your
body—, the cold of sneezing, wheezing and dripping. On the other
hand, his is the impersonality of the
measured doses of oils and quinine
which saved you from the ravages of

FANTAISIE
By Alma Seagle
Il y avait une fois un petit garcon qui se
trouvait bien malheureux. Il avait un pere,
des tantes, sa grand'mere, et de bons amis,
mais it n'avait pas de mere. Il la cherchait
partout. Ainsi it se trouva, un jour, dans
la grande foret, vis-a-vis d'une vieille
dame.
"Ou vas tu? Petit gosse ?" demanda la
vieille.
"Je cherche ma mere," repondit-il, simplement.
"Ou est-elle?"
"Je ne sais pas-mais j'espere qu'elle est
id."
"Dans la foret!" s'ecria la vieille. "Il
n'y a que moi qui habite par ici. Dis-donc,
mon :enfant, est-ce que ta mere est
morte ?"
Le petit garcon la regarda longtemps et
puis it dit: "Mon pere m'a dit qu'elle est
morte mais ma grand'mere m'a dit qu'elle
demeure tout pres de moi. J'ai cherche
par-tout, et maintenant je la cherche ici,
dans la foret."
La vieille regarda l'enfant avec ses yeux
d'ancienne, pleins de sagesse et de bonte.
"Ta grand'mere a raison," dit-elle. "En
verite, ta mere demeure tout pres de toi—
aussi bien dans la foret que dans ton
coeur."
"Connaissez-vous ma mere? Ou estelle?"
"Elle est au ciel, mon petit bon
homme . . . et par terre; elle se leve le
jour et se couche avec la nuit; elle voyage
avec le vent et sur les etoiles . . . Ne la
cherche plus; elle to trouvera."
Mais l'enfant n'ecoutait plus; tout en
courant, it disparut dans l'immense foret.
La nuit tombait et le petit garcon s'arreta en tremblant. "Maman, Maman !"
s'ecria-t-il, "Ou es-tu? Prends-moi, ma
mere, je t'attends !"
Entre ses larmes, it chercha les cieux,
mais les etoiles brillaient en silence. II
ecouta le vent, mais le vent se taisait. Et
le soleil avait deja disparu.
flu. Then, of course, his is the meditation of plumb-bobs and slide-rules,
of rubber gloves and anesthetics—of
gauze and scalpel, and alas, of
bridges and fortunes. This one loves
for sake of self. Give me your answer. Is HE overboard?
Miles up, miles down,—distance inexplicable and unmeasurable. No rule
can suffice, no man calculate, no edge can
penetrate the entire spectrum of human
activity and emotions. Nor should it be
otherwise. Who would attempt to "save"
the fish from the dangers of the sea? Or

Le pauvre enfant se jeta sur la terre
froide, sa tete dans ses bras, tout en pleurant. "Viens ici, Maman! Me voici, ma
mere! Viens me trouver ! J'ai froid-j'ai
peur !"
Alors la vieille arriva et le trouva deja
endormi, tout epuise de fatigue et d'emotion. Elle le prit dans ses bras avec tendresse.
Tout d'un coup, it etait dans son petit
lit, ses yeux encore fermes, son ame en
repos. La lune et les etoiles montaient
la garde aupres de sa fenetre; le vent lui
chantait un berceuse; une vieille voix
chuchotait tout pres de son oreille—"Ta
mere est ici, touj ours, mon enfant."
Son pere, sa grand'mere, ses tantes et
tous ses amis dormaient tranquillement,
en attendant l'avenir.

PLAYLET
By Evangeline Thomas Ramsey
The sky was blue
The day was free
There were two little birds
In an apple tree.
The sun was warm
On the soft, green lea
And a little breeze laughed
And danced with glee.
A lovely setting
And for a cast—
A happy youth
And a bonny lass.
The birds sing of love,
To act their part—
A cheery song
From the very start.
And what is the dialogue?
Don't ask me—
Ask the wise birds
In the apple tree!
who would make effort to snatch the
eaglet from the sky for fear of its being
hurt? And then, the penguin—; must
the benevolent hand of fate "turn up the
sun" and melt the ice of the arctic for his
benefit ?
Lest we forget, life is not a function of
the absolute. Nor can one give—but of
hims-Jf. Reel in your lifeline, and know
that living is life. Do not proselytize as
a disciple of death,—in the mistaken belief that what you have to barter is not
death—but life.
Miles up, miles down,—distance unmeasurable and inexplicable.

Parkhurst Method (continued)

comfort and stimulus, but now she
listened desperately for someone, anyone,
to count her hours of practice and add
their assurance of her success. Marcia
walked on with others just like herself,
people who went unmindful of everything else save their own problems which
they loudly questioned and chattered
about mentally. She looked at the thoughtridden faces she passed, trying to find one
that understood, one that would smile and
come up to her and say, "Good-luck,
Marcia, and don't you worry, your debut
tonight will cause a sensation! Just play
your pieces like you practiced, and everything will be fine. I know you can do it i"
But of course, no one knew her plans,
and she could therefore expect no help
from outside.
She stopped automatically for a red
light, then started across the street, a cab,
waiting to turn, blew its horn, and Marcia walked on out of its way. She smiled
at her nervousness, it was silly, she was
convinced nothing would go wrong, when
she got to the party she'd just play the
pieces the way she'd practiced, that's all
there was to it.
"Steam Fitters Local No. 10, second
floor." Marcia walked through the bright
vestibule and up one flight. The stairs
continued on in the darkness above her
and she wondered absently what was up
there.
"Hey, Marcia, we're all in here, come
on, don't just stand there."
"Hi, Ruth, is everybody here?"
"About everybody that's coming I
guess. Say, you look swell tonight!"
"Thanks, so do you," Marcia looked in
from the doorway and saw the piano, it
was as she remembered it last. But she
was vaguely disappointed; somehow, she
had expected that there would be an immediate bond between them, that the
sacred instrument would radiate a helpful
comfort at first sight. Instead she found
that it, too, was without interest in her
project; it just leaned against the plaster
wall, a piece of dark, ill-used furniture.
"Weil, are you going to come in and be
sociable?"
"Sure, Ruth, where can I put my bag?"
"They brought that table in for us, just
leave it there. Say I think I saw Chet unhook himself from Ellain, I'm off to
make some conversation, see you later."
They'd all want to see her later, want
to know where in the world she ever
learned to play like that, and after the
first song, they'd gather around the piano
to watch, just like in the pictures from
the advertisement. Someone was bound
to ask who she took from and she would
tell them all about the Parkhurst method,
how easy it was, but maybe she wouldn't;
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keep them guessing, although, Professor Parkhurst might pay for a testimonial
and then they'd see her picture in magazines and find out anyway.
She walked absently through the fringe
of her co-workers near the wall opposite
the piano, and saw that punch was being givet, out from a booth made of another table with a screen at each end.
Something cold would be good, she would
get a paper cup of punch and then wander over to the piano, almost as though
she had just then thought of playing;
she had no desire to look like a show-off.
Marcia edged her way through the
line of those who had already been served
and who continued to stand with their
backs to the make-shift booth.
"Sara, is there anything cold left?"
"Oh, hi, sure is. It didn't look like
you were going to show up. Here you are,
there are some nuts and stuff at the other
end."
"Thanks, I had some things to take care
of before I could leave. There sure is a
big turn-out isn't there?"
"Oh, yeah, bigger than at the Christmas party. Remember ?"
Marcia remembered, she remembered
sitting alone watching the others. She had
been bored and a little scared that night;
but then she hadn't worked for Lewis &
Co. very long before Christmas.
"I guess a lot of people had gone home
for the holidays then. Say, I see there's
a piano over there, anybody played yet?"
"No, I can't think of anyone in the
office who even knows how. Can you?"
She didn't wait to answer, a couple had
stepped up behind Marcia for refills.
Marcia excused herself back into the
center of the gaiety and stood there sipping her punch. The liquid had lost all
its flavor to the sweetness, and by comparison, the lump of sherbert became tart
and bitter. She concentrated for a moment
on the sticky punch, wishing she had
taken a few nuts or a cookie to kill the
dead sweet after-taste, then she recalled
her mind sharply to the business at hand,
and put the cup on a windowsill near by.
Since she had come in, several people
had waved to her or said "hello," but so
far no one had paid any real attention to
her, not yet they hadn't; but they would
soon. She picked her way to the piano
picturing again in her mind the diagrams
she had memorized, and saw each accented note loom up in heavy print. She
turned sideways to the piano, not facing it
fully, and with amazingly little concern,
pulled at the lid. It was stuck, maybe it
hadn't been used lately, maybe a few of
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the notes were a little off, but that didn't
matter too much, they'd know it was the
piano and not her playing. She got a firmer grip on the rounded edge and pulled
up harder. It still didn't move. "It must
be locked and if it is, I won't have to
play. No, I really want to play, I've got
to find the key, and I've got to hurry!"
She scurried off into the main crowds,
stepping around little individual groups,
trying to break through their talk.
"Steve, excuse me, but have you seen
the key to the piano ?"
"Hello, Marcia, what key was that?"
"To the piano."
"The one over there, you mean ?"
"Of course the one there. Have you
seen it, or do you know of anyone who
has ?"
"No, but talking about pianos reminds
me of once when we took the kids to
the . . ."
She backed away unnoticed and turned
about in the crowd several times asking
others about the key; nobody knew or
even cared about it. Marcia felt sick, it
was hot and stuffy and no one would help
her. She had to get the key, had to prove
to all of them that she could do something besides type, and she felt that it
must be done very soon. She stopped in
the middle of the noise and laughter to
think. It was somewhere around the place,
it had to be . . . The janitor, of course,
the janitor must have the key! She pushed
her way over to the table by the door,
picked up her bag and went back down
the stairs.

PRELUDE
By J. Plus
Sweeter lips there have been,
Sweeter lips there shall be,
But the sweet that lies in Lou's sweet lips
Is sweet enough for me.
Ah, balm of joyous heaven
And fire of hottest hell,
I find them both in Lou's sweet lips
Where my lips long to dwell.

POSTLUDE
By J. Plus
I stole a kiss from Lou's sweet lips
And a rose from a thorny vine.
The red of rose matched red of lips,
And Lou's sweet lips matched mine.
And with Lou's lips I thought I stole
A faithful love of crimson hue,
Gaining her heart my only goal,
Trading by heart as due.
But soon the petal tips
Withered and began to fade,
And the love-soul found in Lou's sweet
lips
Forgot the vows we made.
Left of the petals now
Is nought but chalky snow,
And the passion red from her lips has fled
I know, I know, I know.

With his chair propped against the wall
behind the steps, Marcia found the jani- LEGACY
tor.
By Joan Hays
"Do you have a key to the piano up
stairs?" He had to have it, he just to! Hard from out the centuries' pall,
"No, lady, Dwight Connor has the only Hot and fast on our fleeing heels,
key, he's treasurer of the union, always Comes the clarion bugle's trill;
keeps stuff like that. Somebody want to Nameless fear from the darkness steals;
play up there?"
And our cherished legacy
"Somebody did, but it doesn't matter Proves to be but the flaming sword,
now."
Ne'r a thought of selfless peace,
Marcia walked out of the light, her Or of soft, wrath-turning word.
bag swinging loosely at arm's length.
It was all over, but despite her sickening Knowledge is to us bequeathed
feeling, she was relieved. Maybe her Knowledge? True, and a bloody stream,
playing wouldn't have been any good Wisps of smoke from burned-out towns,
even if she had found the key, maybe Blackened remnants; a moldy dream;
three weeks wasn't enough. She thought Fainting songs that find themselves
of the pictures and diagrams, and was Ever lost in a siren's scream.
glad she had put them back in the drawer
. . . she didn't want to see them any- Weep for us, whose hearts are sore:
more.
We inherit eternal war.

MAJESTY

BLACK

By J. Plus

big buck nigger
black and brawny
settin stride a mule
GLORY
WHAT A MAN
big buck nigger
got a poker in de back
power in de big black han
LAWD
BUT HE A WHANG DING
why
maybe he A KING
WID PURPLE ROBES AFLYIN
ARIDIN ON A SILVA HOSS
INTO DE GOLDEN DAWN
maybe he
A OUTLAW
WID GUNS AT HIS SIDE
ASKEETIN FRU DE LONESOME BRESH
ALAUGHIN DAT BIG NIGGER LAUGH
JES TO SEE DE STAGECOACH RUN
maybe he
A WARRIOR
AWAVIN OB A SIX-FOOT SWORD
ALOPPIN OFF DE PEOPLES HEADS
AFIGHTIN FROM DE GOLDEN DAWN
TILL DE SETTIN OB DE SUN
yet maybe he
A LUBBIN MAN
AFIXIN FOR A PLANKIN OB DE GIT BOX
ASTRUMMIN OB DE LUB MUSIC
DAT HANG TO A WOMANS HEART
LIKE LASSES TO A SPOON
or maybe he
a poet
or maybe he jes a big buck nigger
aleavin de fiels
aleavin de plowin
agoin home to a big black woman
agoin to see his younguns
agoin to his wooden shack
to eat a mess a greens and beans
to be de king ob a poor nigger fambly
an forget
dat in de mornin
he be
jes
a big buck nigger
aplowin hint a white-sweated mule
into de golden dawn
(BUT JEZU
HE LOOK MORE LIKE A HERO
WID IINGLIN SPURS
DAT BRAWNY BLACK
BIG BUCK NIGGER)
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CHING-YUIN'S OTHER LIFE
By Chi-ho Kao
At the first break of dawn on a cold
winter day Ching-Yuin was on his way
to the river bank to fetch water for his
family. Weary as he was, he was nevertheless aware that this was his stepbrother's wedding day. Treading on the
familiar path with the water buckets
well balanced on his shoulders on a pitan, Ching-Yuin was feeling somewhat
reluctant and resentful this particular
morning for having to labor so hard for
his family, especially when he had a stepmother who did not even care whether
he was dead or alive. If, he reflected, it
were not for his aged father, he would
have long forsaken his home and village
in which he had spent his past twenty
years.
Wedding in a small village like Siao
Tsin was a big affair. The father of the
groom was expected to keep his house
open for all the villagers for three consecutive days. Being a host, he had to welcome all guests, serve them the best of
f000 he had, and to appear pleased when
some ate in his house without lighting a
match in their own for three days. With
such an event coming to the house, ChingYuin seemed to be the only hand available
for all kinds of labor in the preparation
of the wedding. Just the night before
Ching-Yuin had killed two pigs and one
ox for the big feasts ahead.
When he reached the river bank at
the end of half a mile's walk ChingYuin found himself panting with sweat.
After he placed the pi-tan and the water
buckets beside the rock on which he usually sat, he found himself sitting on it
again. He knew he should have filled the
buckets with water and returned to the
house immediately, because his stepmother had time and again warned him
that they would need more water than
usual that day and that he would have
to make several trips to and from the
river bank before noon so that he could
be at the house before the guests' arrival.
But then Ching-Yuin thought it was still
early and surely he would have time for
just a few minutes rest before he made
his return trip home.
Gazing at the lazy river in the pale
dawn light, and with the warmth the
walk gave him, suddenly made ChingYuin very drowsy. He fought hard.. to
ugekeepYuinweftmuilfoiiin etao shrd ti
keep his eyes open, but they simply would
not cooperate. The sudden jerks of his
head brought him to semi-wakefulness
but fatigue weighed so heavily on him
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that he was all at once lost in sleep and
slipped down from the rock into the
river. At the first touch of the icy cold
water, Ching-Yuin woke up and was for
a second at a loss as to what had hapuened to him. But upon finding himself
gasping for breath in the water, he realized that he must have fallen into the
river. As he could not swim, he fought
desperately for his life by kicking and
grasping aimlessly. However, he was sinking, deeper and deeper down into the
heart of the river.
Just about as Ching-Yuin was to give
up fighting for his life he was suddenly
aware of the disappearance of water
around him and the jerking motion of his
body as if he were being carried in a sedan
chair. By looking around, he was bewildered beyond words to find himself
actually lying in a bamboo sedan chair
carried by four men dressed in orange
red coats with the design of crabs on their
backs. He thought he must have been
dreaming or else he was dead in another
world. So he pinched himself hard to see
whether it was real or not. His body responded to his touch and he was then
convinced that he was living. He was
not aware whether he could breath or
not but he certainly felt fine. He tried to
ask the chair bearers as to where they
were carrying him but they did not seem
to understand him. After about two
minutes ride Ching-Yuin came to the
sight of a palace which he recognized
from the ones he saw in. some of the story
books. By the time they reached the
palece Ching-Yuin was fascinated by the
white marble walls, the shining golden
roofs with grotesque figures in silver on
them. Upon entering the palace, he noticed men and women in colorful dresses
of peculiar styles; such as the different
shades of red dresses in the shape of the
shell of the shrimps, the light and dark
grey dresses in the shape of the back of
the turtles, etc.
Finally Ching-Yuin was brought into
a magnificent hall packed with people
seated behind tables arranged in a circle
luxuriously decorated with food. He noticed that except for the circle of tables
placed in the middle of the hall and the
golden dragons of all sizes in different
actions carved on the ceiling and the
walls of the hall there was nothing else
to be seen. As Ching-Yuin stepped down
from the chair, a man of gigantic size,
dressed in a golden yellow gown studded
with pearls, sitting at the head of the

table, stood up and talked in a language
which Ching-Yuin could not understand.
But from the man's gestures and expressions Ching-Yuin gathered that they were
happly to have him with them. Then the
man stepped forward to Ching-Yuin and
led him to a vacant seat next to his own.
During the feast, Ching-Yuin was besieged by the beauty of a lady, sitting
next to him whom he later learned was
the daughter of the man in the yellow
gown, the king.
Before long Ching-Yuin found himself
speaking the language of his new friends
and happily married to the princess. As
time went on, Ching-Yuin frequently
thought of his father and became very
homesick. So one day he sugested to his
wife that they both took a trip home to
see his father. He was nevertheless very
much surprised to find his wife in tears
and begged him not to take such a trip.
She said that loving him as she did she
could never go back with him and that
he could never return to her when once
he left her. When Ching-Yuin asked her
the reason why, she would under no condition tell him. Ching-Yuin loved his
wife deeply and he did not want to make
her unhappy so he said nothing about it
for a long long time. Countless days went
by and again Ching-Yuin was homesick.
He talked to his wife for the second time
and again was confronted by a tear-stricken, miserable girl. Months or years went
by and again Ching-Yuin was homesick.
This time he decided that he would definitely go back to see his father and to
persuade his wife to accompany him.
When he talked to his wife for the third
time, she was silent for a while and then
she said to him, "My beloved husband, I
realize now that it will be useless for me
to prevent you from going home anymore.
So, go this time and remember that my
love will be with you always." She did
not cry this time but grew melancholy
and numb as if she were in mourning.
The day of Ching-Yuin's departure
came and through the persuasion of
Ching-Yuin his wife agreed to ride in the
sedan chair with him and to bid him farewell before they parted at the river bank.
When they were within reach of the bank,
Ching-Yuin got down from the chair
and grabbed his wife's hand in his thinking that by mere force he could take her
home with him. Just as he was stepping
down on the ground, he was shocked by
the immense coldness in his grip. As he
turned his head to his wife he found
that what he was holding was not the
hand of his wife but the body of a wiggling water snake. The sight of it
loosened his grip and the snake disappeared into the river instantly.

SPLEEN (IV)
By Charles Baudelaire
Translated by George Ridge
When the low leaden sky weighs like a lid
Upon the moaning soul that finds no flight,
And from the horizon—not an edge hid—
It pours on us black day sadder than night;
When Earth is changed into a dank dark cell,
Where Hope, like a blind bat, with timid wings
Flits striking walls that reek with musty smell
To bump its head against filthy ceilings;
When, streaming from the skies, torrential rains
Fall mimicking the bars of a prison,
And sticky webs in the depths of our brains
The silent weird spider people have spun;
Bells suddenly leap up furiously
And hurl towards heaven their horrible howls,
Like homeless souls that wander ceaselessly
And now begin to moan with stubborn scowls.
—And long hearses, without music and drum,
File slowly in my soul: Hope, defeated,
Weeps; Anguish, dreadful in its odium,
Plants proudly its black flag on my bowed head!

THE TOURIST VIEWS
LIFE
By J. Plus
The tourist comes in bra and slacks,
Her buttocks protruding.
She claims to be a polymath
And cannot help intruding.
"Divine, divine," she cries in glee
Over native pottery.
'

She is a rather hefty dame
And sports a natural bustle;
And when she takes her pottering stride,
Ugh! watch the blubbering muscle.

A PAGAN CHANT
FOR THE CROSS
J. Plus
in the beat
in the beat
in the beat
of the night
in the strong-limbed strength of the day
i called to the strong
to the strong
but the strong would not obey
(i felt their strength and knew their strength
but their strength would not obey)

"Hortense, Hortense, aren't they crude,
The way they eat their food?"
Hortense, sibbering and gibbering by
Sighs meltingly, "Oh, yes—my—oh my."

their strength was in their deep deep chest
in dancing feet and muscled thigh
but their strength was not so strong
as the purposed steel of their eye

Hortense's lips are purple traced.
Her gay deceivers are misplaced.

how lusty of body how tempered of eye
yet looked they not up
when "peace"
cried i

"Hortense, Hortense, let us go,
There's nothing here to see
But people
And pottery."
In mood akin Babylonians passed
Through the heart of Juda land,
Pushing on to Memphis,
Seeking sights more grand.
Nor did they stop to ponder
The fate of families forced on by,
Nor from their inn did wonder
Why, from the stable, a cry.

i cried
cried
cried
to the dancing feet and muscled thigh
"peace"
"peace"
answered the body
but not
oh not
the adamantine eye
(it still in rage does cry
deny deny)
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BANDITS
By Bill Hutcheson
Yes, every day, on wings they fly,
A group of bandits come.
With hooded face across the sky
They gather one by one.
They steal the gold of daylight time
And fill their pockets up,
And on their trek 'cross Eastern clime
They do not rest nor sup.
Intent they are on driving from
Our midst, the laughing sun,
And blotting out the morning Psalm;
Indeed, they get it done!
Their caissons move from every cloud,
Their volleys thunder in.
From battlements they fling a shroud,
Then sunbeams reel and spin.
"Retreat, retreat," the sun calls out
To beams of ribboned light ;
"We know by now it is a rout,
We cannot win the fight.
"Westward, on, and West some more,
We'll play the waiting game.
Look straight ahead. Don't count the score
or try to place the blame.

The air is full of burned popcorn and
hamburger.
Bus station: where thousands come together and are separated.
Bus station: where two come together, fall
in love, are separated and are stricken
from life's schedule.
Bus station: The American scene.

Basic English (continued)

not picturable, because the word flower
suggests a great number of particular
flowers), sound, trade, idea and trouble.
The 150 qualities, of course, we call adjectives. The 100 operators defy neat
grammatical classification, because they
include prepositions, pronouns, adverbs,
articles and the 16 verbs.

workbooks would have us pay.
Basic English precludes any indifference or insensitivity to the meanings of
words, to their nuances and their differences. Precisely because it is so limited,
Basic forces us to attend closely to whatever idea or fact we wish to convey and
how it can be conveyed. Basic sharpens
our language and enhances communication in the highest sense of that term.
But the claims which I am making for
the study of Basic are too general. Let me
make three specific suggestions about what
intelligent teaching and study of Basic
may be able to accomplish.
First: the study of Basic by its own
rules and syntax will keep to a minimum
those things which can so easily intrude
between language and the realities which
it is struggling to express. I have already spoken of our artificial classification
of nouns, which Basic avoids. After all,
the only subjects about which we can talk
or write are things, their qualities, their
activities, or their relationships. Basic is
organized and divided in such a way that
the groups of words show us almost automatically how they must be used. I should
imagine that those of us who have labored
so often to explain how one word is
sometimes an adverb and sometimes a
preposition can appreciate the logic which
led Ogden to classify all these words as
operators. It must surely be a disappointingly common experience for us to find
students who can glibly define the word
'verb' without being able to find one in
a sentence. This unfortunate phenomenon would be virtually impossible, I believe, if we worried less about definition
and neat formula and began the students
in Basic English grammar where 14 of
the 16 verbs describe actual physical action. A student learning Basic is like a
curious boy taking a clock apart; he has
no interest in the names of the parts of
the clock. He inquires into the function
of the parts and the names come quickly
enough if he needs them. Do we, after
all, study grammar in order to be able to
tie names on everything or in order to be
able to use language with intelligence and
discrimination ?

II
What are the advantages of introducing Basic English in the classroom? I
should answer this question in a general
way by saying that the study of Basic will
revive and sharpen the sense of what
"We will be back another day
language is and of the manifold and comAnd then to end this blight!
"Bring on your spears, once more
plex duties which we assign to living
we'll flay
words in a living language. It is, I subThose phantoms of the night."
mit, this vision of English as a dynamic,
Retreat they do, ye, on and on,
growing language which a student will
From East to West again,
But well they know there comes a dawn get from few grammar textbooks and
When they can make amend.
from no English workbook I have ever
seen. Most workbooks would seem to be
the creation of persons who had only the
Departure Time (continued)
vaguest suspicion of the nature of lan"No, on paper . . . On second thought
guage. All of them contain untold numgive me one.
bers of pages where the student can duti"Thank you son."
fully choose between who and whom, sit
Snow falls.
and set, is and ain't, but we shall look in
Silence falls.
vain
for any evidence that the author
A few buses with chains move into the
understands that the primary purpose of
night.
language is to communicate thought. We
"Of special interest to the Herald."
shall look in vain for any but the most
"Munford, January 23"
"Nancy Renolds was killed here Wednes- perfunctory handling of shift of meaning,
day night when she alighted from a metaphor or abstraction. Everything is
north bound Centerville bus. The driv- compartmentalized with excruciating neater of the car skidded on the wet pave- ness: 'a noun is the name of a person,
ment trying to avoid hitting Miss place of thing.' The person may be livRenolds. Officers say she walked di- ing or dead, real or mythical, next-door
rectly in front of the car not looking neighbor or the King of England ; a thing
where she was going. She was killed in- may be a pencil, or an automobile, or an
idea, or love itself. Never mind; the
stantly."
classification is the same. The workbooks
*
tell us that 'my' is a possessive pronoun,
* * * * * *
and they stop there. But the vast difference between 'my book,' my brother,'
"Paper mister ?"
Second: Basic English is an analysis of
'my hand,' my country,' my God' deTires are silent in the new fallen snow.
a
passage
because it requires us continmands
that
we
pay
more
attention
to
that
"Taxi mister, taxi ?"
deceptive little word than any of the ually to inquire what exactly is being said.
A bus motor roars.
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By translating passages into Basic, the
student will come to realize the importance of context, of the author's tone and
intent. He will see how easily and imperceptibly words can shift meaning. He
will see that metaphor is more than the
grammar books have told him, that it is
more than a pleasant poetic adornment,
that it is one of our chief vehicles of
thinking and expression. Perhaps more
than anything else, Basic will teach us how
treacherous some words can be, how sloppy and thoughtless is our use of them. Of
countless possibilities, let me demonstrate
the point with one example. What does
the word 'radical' mean? Who and what
is a radical? It would be highly entertaining and instructive to make a catalog
of the uses of that word. In one of my
own classes, I recently asked each student to write down what he thought the
word 'radical' means. Most of them hit,
I suppose, on what is surely the most current popular usage: a radical is a person
who is always complaining and finding
fault. (Please note that this makes Mr.
Westbrook Peglar a radical.) One student said that a radical is a person always
wanting a change. (Please note that this
makes the lady who each season adopts a
new and strange hat-style a radical.) I
have heard members of the Republican
party describe Senator Taft as a radical.
Recently a woman was described in my
,hearing as a great radical because she abstains from movie-going for moral reasons. So what does radical mean? I am
afraid that it means very little, because nobody seems to think very much before he
uses the word. In Basic, such fuzzy and
confused thinking is impossible because
'radical' is not one of the Basic words. If
one wanted to point out that Miss X will
not go to the movies for moral reasons,
one would have to say exactly that.
If this difficulty arose only in the use
of the word 'radical,' the damage would
be slight. But a great many of the noblest and highest words in the language
are subjected to the same treatment. 'Democracy,' education,"justice,"truth' itself, suffer from too little thought and too
much verbalization. If most after-dinner
speakers and the writers of text books in
education (to name only two examples)
were required occasionally to speak and
write in Basic English, the poverty of
their thinking would be painfully apparent. Surely any device which continually
directed the attention of the student to
what he was trying to say would be useful
and salutary in the English classroom.
Third: Basic can be a tremendous aid
to the student in his study of literature.
In translating great prose passages into

Basic, the student would get the advantage of the considerable intellectual discipline of translation. This is a discipline which is being lost to more and more
of our students as they fail to study a
foreign language. Translation from full
English into Basic is a hard and exacting
procedure because no word for word substitution is possible. In order to translate, the student must know what the
author means to say, and he must often
put it, with all its shadings and complexities into wholly different words.
In the same way Basic is a useful
means for the exegesis of poetry. It is
no paraphrase when he does a great poem
into Basic; it is a re-casting of the thought
in different language. He will be permitted to see how diverse can be the

meanings of one line of poetry, how difficult it is to put the poet's thought into
other words.
If my claims for the value of Basic
English seem extravagant, I can only
recommend that the reader study Basic
and discover for himself its enormous •
usefulness. I believe that the advantage
of having in our minds this measuring
stick for language is considerable. I certainly do not claim that we can understand the nature of language in no other
way than through the study of Basic. But
we cannot learn Basic without coming to
a fresh understanding of the purpose and
nature of language. And it is precisely
this understanding which we must have if
we are to read and write and speak the
English language with intelligence.

APOLOGIA
By George Ridge
Oh, how my head throbs, my eyes ache!
Work has produced but bands
Of fat! Ah, can I ever wake
These drugged legs, these numbed hands?
But through the window veiled with dust
I see the dark blue glen
Beneath a sinking sky of rust!
Huh! what use is this pen?
Uh ! up with the window ! I gasp
For breath in this stagnant
Heat! Ah, that cool breeze blows my rasp
Away! Yet, now I pant . . . .
For the distant hills of the bubbling springs
I burn, I burn, I burn!
To the gnarled willow half within the tarn
I turn, I turn, I turn!
As the swaying grass casts shadowy shapes,
I leap the ivied wall
And in wakeful trance run, led by the sun,
To heed the forest's call.
And trotting under the towering trees,
I find my nodding net
Of faintly lingering shade and at last
Sink in the soft velvet.
And as the day's last lambent rays
Fade flitting in the dusk,
The idle dreams of fleeting things
Are drowned in scent of musk.
In the balmy darkness clear cold
Water drips drop by drop
Upon the mossy stone; the mold
Spins its magic spell; and
I, lulled by the forest deep,
Drift to an enchanted sleep.
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III

12
A broken body gasped and stretched; two eyes
Stared blindly, for the balls had not begun
To turn from ghost-like white to visualize
Just where he lay: Yet in oblivion
He crawled along (the ground was strangely hot,
Almost boiling beneath the beating sun:
Such it must be), then felt—he knew not what!
13
No object had he ever felt like this:
Unless perhaps it was the smooth almost
Viscid—the snake! As if from an abyss—
A bottomless abyss—a leering ghost
Had reared its head, he then jerked back his hand
When his dim eyes cleared, he knew he was lost:
For he saw the satin skin of Satan!
14
Insidiously his silver voice lisped
Like the intolerable tinkling of glass!
In answer bursts of flame roared forth and wisped
The howling souls like leaves into a mass
Burning but never burned! The devil's cloak
Unfurled, and he, glaring at a crevasse,
Disappeared in a scarlet whoosh of smoke!
15
A stabbing pain shot through his aching head;
Long low moans echoed through the thick-thronged caves.
A piercing cry flew from his lips, for red
Flames licked about his legs: Thus all hell's slaves
Now wailed—the doomed, the damned, the living dead!
In writhing anguish they lay till the waves
Of fire fell back, and then a voice said:
16
"Come! let's damn God to this sulphurous pit!
(This one was once a superman I think.)
Let's storm the gates of paradise and spit
Upon his placid face!" On dark pools pink
Flames flickered to a hollow tolling bell,
Then belched forth floods of fire amid the stink
Of blazing bodies in this blackest hell!
17
A parched tongue cackled through cracked lips when once
Again the sheets of flame fell back: "Oh, men—
Yet dare I call us such ?—burning affronts
But bring the fires in turn! Who hopes to win
The heart of this bestial God beside?
Indeed, I think—hearing these throat-torn grunts—
He never lived; or if he did, he died!"
18
"That's true! that's true!" another voice cried;
"We'll always be forsaken souls to God
Within the body of the beast," and sighed.
"I often think heaven is the facade
Of yet another hell," a seared shade put
About the boiling air. "The torrid sod
We'll ever be beneath the cloven foot!"
19
"The cloven foot—you fool! A scaly skin
I saw—but never such a fairy tale
As that!" "You're wrong: No scales were there." And then
Down in the dank caves, the hordes of hell
Spewed out their words of fire: For no man knew
The shape of Satan's foot but in his shell—
His rotted shell—seeing the false and true!
20
But he knew now: that hell is but a dream!
He found it strange no two had ever seen
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Satan, that each man saw by his own beam:
For each but half believed. (This was their worst:
Since good and bad are swells in the same stream.)
And when he disbelieved, the bubble burst!
21
The black silk veil of mystery was rent
Asunder; all of life at last lay bare;
Man made God in his own image and sent
Him to a high haven hailed heaven, where
Sin is but tinkling of a wind blown chime,
The saint the sinner tossed into the air.
These things thought he as he fell out of time.
22
He knew now hell could only hold those who
But half believed: He who convinced himself
Would then thus live his life and, dead, fly through
The golden gate to paradise: No shelf
Could even be from which to fall for him
Who knew the board of life and thereby knelt
And drew in colors all his own his limb.
23
Among the liberated men one finds
Alone the slender path that circles to
The skies and his heaven; the other winds
His lonely way beneath black branches through
The forest of sorrow for blissfulness.
(For each of these two took the road he knew.)
Yet, all men cannot rest upon the crest:
24
The greater of the two must yet rise higher:
The free spirit must manifestly bear,
By forging the bar at his own soul's fire,.
The load of half believers, must yet care
For children's demons, dragons and lies (lest
Earth be hell!) but himself never forswear:
For all men cannot rest upon the crest.
25
And now he wakes: The ground is cool and clean;
The smells of fresh green grass rise to the trees.
An undulating reflection is seen
In the chill pond, where ripples rise in breeze
Scattering its crystal spray about spun
Glistening webs. A man rises, blinks, and sees
Behind the shimmering arc the glorious sun!
Statement and Theme (continued)

he threatens, hates, blasphemes, desires a
better way; unlike many, he awakens to a
new meaning of life. These complexities,
as developed by the author, transform the
simple basic idea into a meticulously elaborated paradox.
The paradox is that a man, or Zarathustra, or every man, comes to spiritual
freedom by way of hell. During the time
of fear and half-belief, Zarathustra bolstered his ego with defiance and blasphemy. He set himself above the Creator
and declared that
Man made God in his own image
and sent
Him to a high haven, hailed heaven.
In time the blasphemer moves into the

realization that he is one of hell's creatures:
He now knew that hell could only
hold those
Who but half believed . . .
As knowing is enough to stir the man
into action, Zarathustra manifests primary elements of character: He wills not
to remain in the dull passivity of halfbelieving.
Through Zarathustra's Willed action,
the theme of the poem moves toward the
conclusion, heralded by the line, "Now
he wakes; the ground is cool and clean."
Freshness, coolness, and cleanness, all
qualities of beginning anew, of feeling
strong, of sensing goodness, now surround him and fill him. The conclusion
is inevitable:
A MAN arises, blinks and sees
Behind the shimmering arc the
glorious sun.
These last lines extend the implications
of the basic analogy. "A man arises"
—not Zarathustra, but A Man, who happens to be Zarathustra. The force of the
word "arises" suggests rebirth, individual
responsibility and independence. That is,
Zarathustra, or a man, arises by his own
volition, power, and independent self.
Almost immediately he adapts himself to
his new environ! and as, in the cool of
the morning he looks around him, he sees
"Behind the shimmering arc, the glorious
sun."
This last line is the climax of narrative,
theme, and poem. Out of it one may
derive many possible implications. Obvious is the suggestion of the rainbow's arc
and God's promise to man; multiple are
the possible interpretations of the term
"glorious." It has some specific Biblical
connotations as in "Glorious liberty of
children of God," or "Looking for . . .
that glorious apearance of the Great
God." Conjoined, as it is, with "sun" it
thus influences us to consider "sun" as the
high and climactic point of the poem.
He sees the glorious sun-light after darkness; the warm life-giving sun after passivity and destructive delusion; reality, essential reality, after false hopes, disbeliefs,
fears. The author terms it "glorious ;"
and whatever meanings the reader may
give to that meaning must be qualified by
connotations of "glorious."
The idea and theme of the poem concern themselves with values important to
mankind. Whether or not you like the
structural scheme, or literary devices such
as illusions, imagery, associative words,
connotations, and symbols, you must admire the valiant spirit that chose no middle flight but assayed the perils of heights,
where finally only the great survive.

A Review (continued)
find similar forms of expression, and of
course every young poet serves his apprenticeship to the older forms, and furthermore, from remarks Mr. Ridge has
made, I understand him to mean that he
deliberately adopted the tone of other
writers, such as Fitzgerald, at times. I
fail, however, to see the value of this
imitation. Such deliberate; extensive and
admitted mimicry can have only one excusable purpose—parody, and Mr. Ridge
apparently intends that his poem be taken
seriosuly.
I have no quarrel with involved, obscure and allusive poetry when the involution and obscurity or ambiguousness arise
from the nature of the ideas present,
which can only be communicated by evoking and recreating the poem in the reader.
Concision and explicitness are prose virtues, not necessarily admirable in poetry.
But when the obscurity or ambiguousness
becomes a goal rather than a means of
communication 'it is not poetically legitimate, however skillful it may be. In the
same manner, literary echoes, strange
sense-words, and unusual figures of speech
are all to the good when they enrich associations and can be vividly realized or
experienced by the reader, but if intended
merely as display of the writer's whipcracking prowess in word-handling, they
are not legitimate.
I will not concern myself in this space
with the ideas expressed in the poem, except to note that he seems to have gotten his opinions about God from Oscar
Wilde. If he head read Spinoza, he would
hardly have written anything like "He
never lived, or if he did, he died" or
"Let's storm the gates of paradise and
spit / upon his placid face!" In matters
of theology, the philosophers are better
preceptors than the poets.
As for the actual writing, that is, the
wording, The Birth of Zarathustra would
have been greatly improved if, after copying it out, he had gone through it and
struck out every other adjective. As it is,
the structure of the work is overgrown
with a seaweedy mass of wordy embellishment (My God, I'm starting to write like
him myself !) The verses don't scan well,
there are awkward sound-combinations
and great self-consciousness about the
choice of words, although he has chosen
his end-rimes with imagination; not without a few forced rimes, however, as in
verse three, where "twirled," which follows the thought of the sentence well, is
consorted with a dragged-in "pearled"
thre lines down. The alliteration is overdone. Some of the effects are unconvincing, as verse six, which utterly fails

to achieve the sensuousness- it was. intend.ed to call up in the supposedly drugged
and bedazzled reader, who in actuality is
more likely to be wearied that titillated.

THE PRUDE

By john A. Owen
En route to chapel Wednesday morn
Four books beneath my left arm borne:
English, Physics, History,
And also General Chemistry,
And musing as I always do
Of Calculus and CO2,
Of salts, dissolved, precipitated,
And various functions integrated,
A hand upon my arm I felt
And alcohol, long stale, I smelt.
I turned me 'round and there saw I
A man whose red and bleary eye
Had been at hand when, with the fellers,
I dined one evening at Rathskeller's.
He sweated much and panted some
For up the hill he, too, had come.
"My friend!" quoth he, "My friend and
buddy,
You know that now I'm forced to study,
Also my aunt, poor soul, hath died,
Therefore I cannot go inside.
"So please, if thou couldn'st be so kind,
Take you this card, already signed,
And when the chapel hour is o'er
Deposite it beside the door."
Quoth I 'My friend, if I'd be true,
This deed I surely will not do.
For in your hagrid, thoughtless haste
You'd let much learning go to waste:
Knowledge of history's valorous deeds,
Hymns, bicycles, thieves, and Swedes.
News of these and maybe more
Awaits behind this Gothic door.
To your well-being 'twould be a blow
If I should take your card and go.
So keep your card and come with me;
Besides, already I have three!"
He looked defeated and departed
And I, as through the door I started,
Thought "Good advice is often spent
On those who've not to chapel went."
ANALECTS by B. E. Davenport . . .
The main thing about trouble is not
what happens to one, but what happens
in one.
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Aunt Jamie's Escape (continued)

building where she could govern without
being too much a part of the mass. Aunt
Jamie figured as she drove how she
could coast into the garage; and the fur,
well she could put it under her apron and
return it when she cleaned Mrs. Pope's
house in the morning. This being settled
she felt better, though her mind was
still weighty with disappointment.
Driving into the next filling station
was also part of the plan, to replace the
gasoline she had used with a gallon she
would buy.
An old man hobbled out of the station,
spat expertly on the gravel, and looked
at Aunt Jamie intently.
"Fill 'er up?'
Aunt Jamie looked intently at him.
"One gallon," she said.
He cleared his throat and began putting the gas in. He looked at Aunt
Jamie. "Miz Pope's car ain't it ?"
Aunt Jamie sat very still and said
nothing, for she was shaking inside.
He finished putting the gas in, and
walked to the window. He spat again.
"Twenty-seven cents."
Aunt Jamie didn't move.
He looked off. "Don't make no difference to me who drives Miz Pope's car.
I sell gas."
Aunt Jamie looked at him suspiciously.
She fumbled in an old leather purse,
counted some change and looked at him

again.
"How much ?"
He spat again. "Twenty-seven cents."
He took the quarter and the nickel
lying in the extended, wrinkled and
somewhat shaking hand.
He fumbled in his pockets for the
three pennies, feeling better since he had
been paid for the gasoline. "As I said,
it don't make no difference to me who
drives Miz Pope's car, but it's the first
time I ever seed anybody behind the
wheel besides her."
Aunt Jamie didn't move.
"You live down there?"
Aunt Jamie glanced at him. "Reckon
I do." She sat up straight. "Tricked into
it though. Son died and m' dad-blamed
daughter-in-law had me in before I
knowed it.
"Wuz you trying to run away?"
Aunt Jamie blushed. "Nah," she said
resignedly, "I was going back to see her."
"Wuz aimin' to kill her ?"
She gave him a disgusted "humph"
and then laughed. "Nah, I was just going to get even—in a personal way."
"I bring gas gas down to the farm fur
the trucks. I ain't never seed you around
there."
"M' name's Jamie Pate ; they call me
Aunt Jamie."
"People just call me Chew-Tobaccey."
Aunt Jamie cranked the car and
changed the gear to start. Chew-Tobaccey

The Last Lay ... (continued)

The two prepared to lift with all their might
The monster, but it proved to be so light
That Sigurd, as he set it in the straw,
Said, "That's the strangest thing I ever saw.
"But we have daudled long enough; I'll watch,
While thou dost sit on top, to see it hatch."
And so he then proceeded up to boost her,
For Sigurd was a most resourceful rooster.
Brunhilda, with amazement all aglow,
In mounting scratched the rubber with her toe.
There came (oh, awful to relate) a blast
So great Brunhilda gasped and breathed her last.
And Gudrun, Bikki, Swanhild from the fence,
So baffled by the turn of the events,
The sudden, piercing "POP" of the balloon,
Sank silently into a deathly swoon.
On that fell day did each and every hen
Vow she would never take to nest again,
For fear of meeting with an equal fate
To that which took fond Sigurd's noble mate.
And Sigurd still retains a certain pride—
A proud paternal glow he cannot hide.
As "father" he's exalted to the top;
But fowls are still afraid to call him "POP."
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spat quickly.
"I have to come down tomorrow to put
the gas in."
Aunt Jamie brushed strands of gray
hair out of her face, looked at ChewTobaccey and smiled. "I clean Miz Pope's
house in the mornings and clean the
porches evenings."
She sputtered out of the station and
down the highway.
Chew-Tobaccey kicked the gas tank,
spat, and danced into the station.
The Quiet Man (continued)

mons. I've heard that name somewhere
before . . . Say, isn't there a state senator
by that name?"
The question knifed through the cocoon of thoughts he had been spinning in
his mind. A voice calling him back from
the whereverness in which he had been
roaming, back to the real and the now.
"Yes, he's my brother." He thought he
heard the man say "Oh", but he couldn't
be sure. It really didn't matter whether
Mullins said"Oh", or whether he didn't.
He knew that he was thinking it. Wasn't
it just like things for Mullins to ask him
if the state senator with the name Timmons wasn't a relation. But most everybody, if they didn't already know, and
sometimes if they did, would ask him if
the state senator named Timmons wasn't
some relation. And he would always tell
them "yes" and they would look at him
again, or maybe. for the first time, or they
would say, "Oh", as Mullins had. Or as
he thought Mullins had.
HIS BROTHER. YES, STATE SENATOR TIMMONS WAS HIS BROTHER. LUCIFER K. Timmons, Jr. The
K. was for Keith. When had it been ...
on his seventh birthday or on his eighth?
He couldn't really remember. It had been
so very long ago.
It had been raining all day. A slow,
patient rain. But it seemed that it always
rained on Thanksgiving or Christmas,
when there should have been snow but
there was rain. Or just about any Saturday afternoon when he wanted to go out
and play with the other boys . . . It had
been raining and it was his birthday. Only
a few of the invited had been able to
come because their mothers wouldn't let
them out in the rain. 'And the whole party
was sort of like it was outside. Wet. His
birthday cake had fallen in the oven and
the ice cream had melted because his
mother had forgotten to put it in the ice
box. After the guests had left—they left
as soon as they could without seeming
impolite—his father came in with a birthday present. It was Saturday and his
father always got off early on Saturday.
It was Saturday afternoon and it was raining and his father had come home with a
birthday present. But instead of giving

the present to him, his father marched
right up to his brother Lucifer, and gave
the present to him. That was more than
his eight years could stand. Before everyone he burst out crying. His father had
thought it was Lucifer's birthday although
Lucifer had had a birthday only two
months before. He cried and nothing
they could do would make him stop crying. Then his father tried to patch things
up by wrenching the present from Lucifer's reluctant hands, but he only made
them worse for the present was a key
chain with a little pearlhandled knife and
on both the chain and on the knife were
the initials, LKT, and the card in the box
said, "To Lucifer, Jr., his father's favorite
son".
Yes, Lucifer was his brother. State
Senator Lucifer K. Timmons, Jr., that is.
They ate their steak in relative silence.
Or in as much silence as there ever was
in a hotel the size of the Carlton in a
town like Dawson, which took on all the
pretentions of a city although it wasn't
and everybody in Dawson knew that it
wasn't. The steak wasn't bad and Mullins said that it wasn't bad. And then he
told him that the Carlton had a chef from
Chicago and Mullins said "Oh" as if
"Oh" said all that needed to be said.
When the waiter brought the check he
thought that he was going to have to
order a bromo, but then he remembered
that Mr. Francis was paying the bill so
he forgot the bromo and ordered another
cup of coffee.
Despite the extra long time they spent
over their cigars it was only 9:30 when
they left the dining room and went into
the lobby. He knew that Mullins, train
didn't pull out until 1:15 and that he
couldn't let an important out-of-town
buyer sit around in his hotel room until
1:15. So he perked up and asked Mullins
if he wouldn't like to go to a roadhouse
where they could get some beer or something and by the way Mullins said 'yes' he
knew that beer or something would be
just the thing.
They drove out to LINDIE'S in his
car and on the way out he learned that
Mullins wasn't opposed to whiskey so
when they got out there he ordered a
fifth and some chasers. After the first
shot or two Mullins got to looking like
a right guy, not an important out-of-town
buyer who must be handled with kid
gloves, and Mullins must have thought
the same thing, for it was only a matter
of minutes before they began calling each
other by their first names. Fred and Sam.
And it only took a couple of shots. He
wondered if Mr. Francis would behave
the same way after a few shots, whether
he could call him Cecil instead of Mr.
Francis. And he wished that Mr. Fran-

cis was there so that he could find out.
The minutes rolled into hours: one,
two, three, as though somebody was spraying them with vitamins to make them
grow, then shearing them off as soon as
they were ripe. After a while he began
to notice a couple of girls who were sitting at the next table. They had come in
a few minutes after he and Mullins had
arrived, but it was just now that he began
to notice them, to really notice them. He
glanced over and saw that Mullins was
watching them too, only more so. Fnally
Mullins got up to put a coin in the juke
box and on the way back he stopped at the
girls' table and whispered something to
one of them. Sh looked at the other girl,
and the other girl shrugged her shoulders
and then the two girls got up and came
over to their table. He got up and gave
one of the girls his chair, t hen was
distressed to find that he had no place
to sit. The girl reached over at the next
table and pulled up another chair and
then he had a place to sit down.
From somewhere another bottle appeared and two more glasses. He paid
the man in the white apron, the man who
was serving as bartender, the little guy
with rat-like eyes who brought the glasses
and the whiskey. He didn't mind paying although he wasn't sure just where
the two girls fitted in, but he was beginning to get a vague idea. The jukebox
had been going steadily since they came
in and he kept hearing one record over
and over. He couldn't imagine why anyone would want to play the same record
over and over, but he was beginning to
feel good so he didn't care what they
played. He kept trying to hold the girl's
hand under the table, did all right too,
except now and then he would have to release it to pick up his drink. He was using
the other hand to prop up his head so he
had to use just one hand to hold the girl's
hand and the drink too. It was sort of
complicated. And all the time he tried
to keep up a funny conversation but the
girl only smiled now, as if smiling was
a habit she had picked up somewhere
and was trying not to forget. Like brushing her teeth or combing her hair.
Fred was talking to the girl in the blue
silk dress, talking low and seriously. He
kept plying liquor into her although she
seemed to be able to hold an awful lot
of liquor. Then there were two bottles
sitting on the table and he didn't remember where the last one had come from, but
as nobody was making any squawk about
it he guessed that it was all right. The
first bottle was empty so he filled up out
of the second one. After a while Fred
and the blue silk dress got up and went
into a back room. In about thirty minutes, although he couldn't be certain

whether it was thirty seconds or thirty
minutes, they came back. The girl didn't
walk as springily as she had before and
the skin around Fred's eyes seemed to
have shrunk so that the eyeballs protruded
out of his face as if someone had tried to
pull them out and had almost succeeded.
They sat silently for a few minutes, nobody saying anything, only the blaring of
the jukebox roaring on and on, and Fred
looked at him kind of strange as if he
wanted to ask him a question, but he
didn't say anything.
After a while the two girls got up and
left. The one in the blue silk and the one
who had sat by him: she had blonde hair
although it didn't look real, but he didn't
care whether it was real or wasn't real;
and she had a little pink mole right next
to her mouth. They got up and went out
and closed the door behind them.
Somehow they drove back to town and
it was just 1:00 and as they had put Mullin's—it was Mullins now, the cool air
had done that—luggage into the car before they left the hotel, they drove directly to the station. And it was morning
again and Mullins was gone and Mr. Francis was happy and nobody was any wiser.
Mr. Francis didn't even bless him out for
not depositing the week's receipts on Saturday as he was supposed tfo do, but holding them over till Monday.
THE SAME MAN WAS TENDING
BAR. THE LITTLE GUY. He went
over to a back booth and sat down and
the little guy's eyes followed him over.
Like a terrier worrying after a rat that had
its hole in the ground, not able to do anything about it, but eager as all hell. But
the little guy had the eyes of a rat. It
was his money he was spending now.
He half rose as he remembered the briefcase in the car, but he slumped back into
his chair. He had remembered to lock
the car ; so there was nothing to worry
about. Nothing yet. One bottle of bootlegged whiskey was all he felt like buying; so he started drinking beer. Pouring
the beer in after the whiskey.
But the liquor didn't give him the lift
he wanted. In spite of all of it, he
couldn't forget for one second and the
black briefcase that was waiting for him
in his car. He could feel the whisky boiling around in his stomach, rolling and
smashing at his insides and at his brain.
The world was twirling round and round.
Black and red, black and red, and he had
to run for the door.
The cold air blowing in through the
open car window cleared his head. Instead of going straight on down the highway as he had planned, straight on down
the highway and to the new life that
began when he boarded his plane for
Mexico, he turned right at the first red31

light and headed for his house.
He left the car sitting out front, but
pointed in the direction of the main highway. The air had been sobered him but
he could still smell the whisky-stink on
his sleeve and he knew that Betty would
be able to smell it too. He wasn't quite
sure why he had come home instead of
going straight on down the highway as
he had planned. Perhaps it was because
he wanted to see his wife's face again, to
look at her in her geep and listen for the
last time to her loud nasal breathing. To
laugh his silent laugh, his long awaited
laugh, at the monstrous joke he was playing on her. But she might still be awake,
might be waiting for him to come in so
that she could ask him where he had been
and then sneer at whatever he said. Perhaps he would tell her the truth: he knew
that she wouldn't believe him, not even
when she smelled the vomit on his sleeve.
When he entered her bedroom the table light came on and she was sitting bolt
upright in her bed staring at him. She
had cold cream on her face and bobbiepins in her hair and he was glad that he
had his own bedroom. As she sat there
in the half-dark looking at him, he wondered why he had ever married her, why
any man ever married any woman, with
her cold creams and curlers and artificial
beauty that came off when she went to bed
and which she put on in the morning, and
after she had gotten up in the weak morning sunlight, looking pale and ugly and
natural, disillusioningly natural.
Finally she shattered the silence with
her voice.
"So you've come home at last. You
didn't really have to, you know. Just
whenever you feel like staying out all
night—you do it, you hear? And then
you come slinking in in the morning, pretending- that you're a man and that you
have been doing what men do when they
stay out all night. You can't fool me.
But you come in when you please. You
hear?".
He stood for a long second and looked
at her for the first time, the first time since
they had been married, and he saw her as
she was, as she really was. Maybe she
was showing herself this way now because she didn't care whether he knew or
not. The pale light crept over her face,
prying at the sagging flesh of her chin,
the wrinkles around her eyes. And he
saw it all and she knew that he saw it all
and she laughed.
He turned silently and went into his
room and put on a clean suit, a new suit
which he had never worn before, which
he had gone all the way to the city to buy
so that no one would know what kind of
suit he was wearing when he finally made
the break. He turned off the light and
went back into her room. She was sitting
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on the edge of her bed, a pink bathrobe
thrown around her shoulders but it was
as if she had on no bathrobe, nor her
nightgown. The nightgown had slipped
to one side so that her breast partly
showed but she didn't bother to pull it
up or to close the bathrobe.
She saw him looking down at her and
she laughed. "Go ahead and look. That's
all you can do. Go on, keep kidding yourself that you are a man, but you can't kid
me."
He drew back his hand and hit her
mouth so hard that his knuckles ached.
She smiled and he hit her again, as hard
as he could on her mouth. A little ribbon of blood trickled down her chin and
onto the white nightgown.
"Go ahead, hit me again, you bastard.
That's the only way you can make me
bleed." she said it slowly, deliberately,
without raising her voice.
He felt sort of sick, like a man who has
flung himself off a bridge and is falling
through space toward the river below,
sick about what he's done, but unable to
do anything about it. It was started now
and there was no stopping it.
He reached out toward the silver locket that she had on her night table. The
locket she took everywhere she went. The
locket with the strand of gold hair in it.
The locket with Teddy's hair in it. But
Teddy was dead now, his bones were sixyear-dust in the family cemetery and the
monument over his head said, "Here lies
Theodore Timmons, beloved child of Sam
and Betty Timmons. Rest in Peace, dear
Son."
But her voice grated in on his memories.
"Leave it alone! He's my son, not
yours! You're not the fa . . . "
She stopped in mid-breath, terror spilling into her eyes.
He felt his nails biting into the flesh
of her shoulders. She screamed and
clawed his grip loose. There were long
red slashes where the fury of her nails
had dug into him, but he felt no pain. His
mind was flashing back to that summer
twelve years ago when he had gone fishing in Florida with some friends and had
come back to find his brothei Jimmy at
his home. There had been something
different about Jimmy's greeting. Something secretive and not like Jimmy at all,
as though he was keeping back something.
But Jimmy was his brother and he hadn't
paid any attention. But the way he and
Betty had acted at the time, it had seemed
strange. And little Teddy had been born
eight months later; a coincidence, and yet
—His mind was galloping now, tying the
loose ends together. And that had been
their only child in spite of how he had
wanted another. And the way Betty
smiled, what she had said just a minute

ago . . . There could be no doubt now.
The steps back to his room were slow,
an eternity pulled down into a second.
The beautiful Italian bayonet was where
he had left it. He pulled it out of its
holder and wiped the dust off the blade.
He ran his thumb down the grooves of its
triangular blade, the grooves the Italians
left there so that it would find a man's
heart more quickly, so that it would go on
through bone without even being slowed
down. That was the bayonet that Jimmy
had sent home from Italy just a few days
before he got his. And now Jimmy too
was gone.
She lay back on her bed, sobbing quietly, her arm thrown over her eyes to keep
the light out. She must have heard him
come in but she didn't look up, only her
lower lip quivered. Then he felt the momentary jar as the steel stopped against a
rib, thin it went plunging downward, and
then he felt it probing futilely against
the soft cushioning of the mattress. The
scream that had started up through her
throat had been blotted out and only came
out a groan. Her eyes were wide open,
staring up at him, through him and toward the dimely lighted ceiling beyond.
Her mouth was open but she wasn't smiling.
When the bright Sunday sun woke him
he found himself crumpled up on the
floor at the foot of her bed, the bayonet
now cold in his hand. Certain of what
he had to do, he closed the door until it
was open just a crack, he put the hilt of
the bayonet on the other side of the door
so that the sharp blade was facing him,
then he pulled the door as far too as he
could so that the bayonet was firmly
wedged between door and wall. Then he
backed up three or four steps and ran
directly at the door.
A POLICEMAN BROKE THE DOOR
DOWN Monday afternoon when nobody
was seen going in or out and when nobody answerecrthe telephone. Mr. Francis had discovered that twenty-six thousand dollars was missing and he dad
sent out an alarm for Timmons. But
there wasn't any need for that. They
found Timmons, and the twenty-six thousand was in the black briefcase in his car.
As the ambulance men carried the bodies out Mr. Francis turned to one of the
curious neighbors who hid come to investigate the police car and the ambulance
and said, "I'd never have thought that
Timmons would do a thing like this. It
was so unlike him." And the woman
ran her hand absent-mindedly through her
graying hair, revealing a patch of white
under the gray. Then she nodded her
head sadly in agreement and said, "Yes,
it doesn't seem like Mr. Timmons to do
a thing like that . . . He was such a quiet
man."

ANALECTS by B. E. Davenport . . .
Isn't it significant that man was designed with his ears and eyes open and his
mouth shut?
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